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Module I
Welcome
NASA SATC 1-1 Rev2, 1/99
Overview
Introductions
Facilities
Course Objectives
Course Schedule
Style of Course
Course Materials
NASA SATC %2 Rev2. 1/99
Software Assurance Technology Center
Develop and apply assurance technology for
software products
Primary task areas:
• Software Metrics
• Assurance Tools & Techniques
• Guidebooks & Standards
• Applied Research and Project Support
Web page: http:llsatc.gsfc.nasa.gov
NASA SATC 1-3 Rev 2. 1/99
Facilities
Restrooms
Emergency exits
Messages/phones
Lunch/breaks
NASA SATC 1-4 Rev2, 1/99
Targeted Audience
Mix of project personnel and change agents
with variable levels of experience development
projects
Prerequisites:
• engineering experience (at least one year)
Assumptions:
• prior knowledge of risk or risk management
unnecessary
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Course Objectives
Understand the concepts and principlesof
Continuous Risk Management and how to apply
them
Develop basic risk management skills for each
component of Continuous Risk Management
Be able to use key methods and tools ,
Be able to tailor Continuous Risk Management
to a project
NASA SATC 1-6 Rev 2, 1/99
Course Schedule
One Day
1. Welcome
2. Paradigm Overview
3. Identify
4. Analyze
5. Plan
6. Track
7. Control
8. Communicate & Document
9. Getting Started in Continuous
Risk Management
10. Summary
NASA SATC 1-7 Rev2, 1/99
Style of Course
Interactive
Lecture mixed with examples and discussion
topics
Exercises
Case study - hypothetical but NASA-based
NASA SATC 1-8 Rev2, 1/91;I
Course Materials
Student notebook
• Case study
• List of Risks
Continuous Risk Management Guidebook
NASA SATC 1-9 Rev2, 1_
Guidebook Organization
NASA SATC 1-10 Rev2, 1_9

Module 2
Introduction
NASA SATC 2-1 Rev2, lt99
|11
NASA SATC
Overview
What is risk?
How is risk related to project management?
Why do risk management?
What is continuous risk management?
Drivers for continuous risk management?
Where is continuous risk management applied?
When should risk management be done?
Risk Management Plan
Who does continuous risk management?
2-2 Re'." 2. I/9_
Definitions of Risk
USA SATC
Risk is the potential for realization of unwanted
negative consequences of an event.
Rowe, An Anatomy of Risk
Risk is the measure of the probability and severity
of adverse effects.
Lowrance, Of Acceptab/e Risk
Risk is the possibility of suffering loss.
- Webster, Third New International Dictionary
Risk is the probability that a project will experience
undersirable consequences.
- NASA-NPG: 7120.5A
2-3 Rev 2,1/99
Definitions of Risk
Risk always involves the
likelihood that an undesired
event will occur.
Risk should consider the
severity of consequence of
the event should it occur
Qualitative or
Quantitative
Qualitative or
Quantitative
Risk = Likefihood * Severity
NASA SATC 24 Rev 2,1/99
Risk Management &
Project Management
Project
Management
NASA SATC 2-5 Rev 2,1/99
Why Do Risk Management?
• Early identification of potential problems
• Increase chances of project success
• Enable more efficient use of resources
• Promote teamwork by involving personnel at all
levels of the project
• Information for tradeoffs based on priorities
and quantified assessment
NASA SATC 2-6 Rev 2.1/99
What is Continuous Risk Management?
A management practice with processes, methods,
and tools for managing risks in a projecL
It provides a disciplined environment for proactive
decision making to:
• assess continually what could go wrong (risks)
• determine which risks are important to deal with
• implement strategies to deal with those risks
• assure, measure effectiveness of the
implemented strategies
NASA SATC 2-7 Rev 2.1/99
Continuous Risk Management
1 . CO;mcUun,m..:t.
NASA SATC 2-8 Rev 2. l/ffill
Components of
Continuous Risk Management- 1
Identify
• search for and locate risks before they
become problems
Analyze
• convert risk data into useable information
for determining priorities and making decisions
Plan
• translate risk information into planning
decisions and mitigating actions (both present
and future), and implement those actions
NASA SATC 2-9 Rev 2.1/99
Components of
Continuous Risk Management- 2
Track
• monitor risk indicators and mitigation actions
Control
• correct for deviations from the risk mitigation
plans and decide on future actions
Communicate & Document
• provide information and feedback to the project
on the risk activities, current risks, and
emerging risks
NASA SATC 2-10 Rev 2.1/99
Relationship Among Functions
Throughout the project life cycle, risk components
evolve
• continuously
• concurrently
• iteratively
_IASA SATC 2-11 Rev 2,1/99
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Risk Management Data Flow
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Drivers for Continuous Risk Management
•NASA NPG 7120.5A: NASA Program and Project
Management Process and Requirements
•NASA-SP-6105: NASA Systems Engineering Handbook
• ISO 9001: Quality systems
°OMB Circular A-11: Planning, Budget & Acquisition
• IEEE: P1448 - EIA PN3764 (ISOIIEC 12207): Standard for
Information Technology
•DoD: Military Standard Handbook 338: Electronic &
Reliability Design Handbook
• DoD: Military Standard 499: Engineering Management
NASA SATC 2-13 Rev 2,1/99
Where is Continuous Risk
Management Applied?
Continuous
Risk
lement
NASA SATC 2-14 Rev 2,1/99
System T
Requirements| System
Analysis .L Design
®
NASA SATC
When Should Continuous Risk
Management be Done?
_TG 0 Q_I(__ Testing
_, (t__- I Detai_d Fabrication
/ Preliminary Design
Hardware Design
requirement: _,._.-_.._
Analysis .,_c,o_ _,%_
requirement: I _-_ _ _ ,,t _,
Analysis . )relimlnary_.___ _ -
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System--_ Integration& Test
Risk Management Plan
Definition
• documents the risk management practice
(processes, methods, and tools) to be used for a
specific project
Contents
• overview
• project organization, roles, responsibilities
• practice details (e.g., how are risks identified?)
• risk management milestones (e.g., quarterly
rebaselining)
• risk information documentation (e.g., database)
Guidebook pp. 451-455
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Project Mmagelnent Plan
OV
Budget
R_SankManagement
Configuration Management
Plan
NASA SATC 2-17 Rev 2.1/99
Relationship to Everyday Practice
Learning
Continuous Risk Management
is similar to incorporating
any new habit
into your daily life,
NASA SATC 2-18 Rev 2. I_9
Who Does Continuous Risk
Management?
NASA SATC 2-19 Rev 2,1/99
Module 3
Identify
_TC 3-1 Rev2. 1/99
Overview
Activities overview
Identification activities
• capturing statements of risk
• capturing the context of a risk
Identification methods and tools
• Examples
• Brainstorming
• Questionnaires and checklists
NASA SATC 3-2 Rev2. 1/99
Identification Activities Overview
Individual
uncertainties
"
Identify
I "capture statement
I .of risk
I • capture context of
_, risk
uncertainties
'1 Projectdata I
Statement of risk
Context
NASA SATC 3-3 Rev2, 1/99
Recording Data on Risk
Information Sheet
m
r_ee_
-Risk information sheet ""
Iml.m
-NASA Risk o.--
Management database • --
Complete:
• ID
• Date Identified
• Risk statement
• Origin
• Risk Context
NASA SATC 3-4
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Continuous Risk Management
Risk Information Sheet
ID • Risk Information Sheet
Priority Statement "
Probability
Impact
Timeframe
• Context
Origin Class Assigned
to:
Identified:_
Mitigation Strategy
Contingency Plan and Trigger
Status Status Date
Approval Closing Date
/ /
Closing Rationale
3a-1

Capturing Statements of Risk- 1
Purpose:
• arrive at a concise description of risk, which can
be understood and acted upon
Description:
• involves considering and recording the condition
that is causing concern for a potential loss to the
project, followed by a brief description of the
potential consequences of this condition
NASA SATC 3-5 Rev2, 1/99
Components of a Risk Statement
I Given the
CondiUon ; I there is a possibility that
Risk Statement
._ Consequence will occur
Condition: a single phrase briefly describing
current key circumstances, situations, etc. that
are causing concern, doubt, anxiety, or
uncertainty
Consequence: a single phrase or sentence that
describes the key, negative outcome(s) of the
current conditions
NASA SATC 3-6 Rev2, 1_lJ9
Elements of a Good Risk Statement
Consider these questions when looking at a risk
statement:
• Is it clear and concise?
• Will most project members understand it?
• Is there a clear condition or source of concern?
• If a consequence is provided, is it clear?
• Is there only ONE condition followed by one (or
more) consequence?
NASA SATC 3-7 Rev2. 1199
Example Risk Statements
Good or bad risk statements?
1. Object Oriented Development !
2. The staff will need time and training to learn
object oriented development.
3. This is the first time that the software staff will
use OOD; the staff may have a lower-than-
expected productivity rate and schedules may
slip because of the associated learning curve.
NA_ ,SATC 3-_ Rev2, 1199
Case Study Introduction
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IR-SIP Risk Statement Example #1
Commercial parts are being selected for space
flight applications, and their suitability to meet
environmental conditions is unknown; these parts
may fail to operate on-orbit within the environment
window, leading to system level failures. Also,
environmental testing of these parts can be
expensive and cause schedule delays.
NASA SATC 3-10 Rev2, lnzQ
Exercise-Writing a Risk Statement
IR-SIP Case Study - top pg 3 - under Engineering
Considerations:
"2. A new high-speed fiber-optic data bus will be used
so that high data transfer rates can be sustained."
Risk: Condition:
Consequence:
_ASASATC 3-11 Rev2, 1/99
Possible Risk Statement
"2. A new high-speed fiber-optic data bus will
be used so that high data transfer rates can
be sustained."
Risk #2:
The high-speed fiber-optic data bus is untested
technology; the bus may not perform as
specified and high data transfer rates might
not be sustained.
NASAsA'rc 3-12 Rev2. 1/99
Capturing the Context of a Risk
Purpose:
• provide enough additional information about the
risk to ensure that the original intent of the risk
can be understood by other personnel, particularly
after time has passed
Description:
• capture additional information regarding the
circumstances, events, and interrelationships not
described in the statement of risk
NASA SATC 3-13 Rev2, 1/gg
Context
Contributing factors
L Risk Statement
Circumstances Interrelationships
Context
An effective context captures the what, when,
where, how, and why of the risk by describing
the circumstances, contributing factors, and
related issues (background and additional
information that are NOT in the risk statement).
NASA SATC 3-14 Rev2, 1_
Elements of Good Context?
Consider these questions when looking at the context.
• Can you identify which risk statement this context is
associated with?
• Is it clear what the source or cause of the risk is?
• Is it clear what the impact might be?
• Would you know who to assign the risk to for
mitigation? Would they know what to do?
• Would you be able to tell if the risk has gone away?
NASASATC 3-15 R_2, 1_
Example Context- 1
Risk statement:
This is the first time that the software staff will use
OOD; the staff may have a lower-than-expected
productivity rate and schedules may slip because
of the associated learning curve.
Good or bad context?
• It's a typical NASA project - new concepts
without training.
NASASATC 3-16 Rev2, 1/99
Example Context- 2
Risk statement:
This is the first time that the software staff will use
OOD; the staff may have a lower-than-expected
productivity rate and schedules may slip because
of the associated learning curve.
NASA SATC
Context:
Object oriented development is a very different
approach that requires special training. There will
be a learning curve until the staff is up to speed.
The time and resources must be built in for this or
the schedule and budget will overrun.
3-17 Rev2, 1/99
Example Context- 3
Risk statement: Commercial parts are being selected for space
flight applications and their suitability to meet environmental
conditions is unknown; these parts may fail to operate on-orbit
within the environment window, leading to system level failures.
Also, environmental testing of these parts can be expensive and
cause schedule delays.
Context:Although commercial parts are more readily available and
have lower prices than space qualified parts, they have not been
subjected to space environment conditions or levels. In particular,
radiation effects can cause these parts to fail since they were
manufactured without radiation in mind. Radiation testing can be
expensive, and if the selected parts fail to meet requirements,
procurement of space qualified replacement parts have long
procurement lead times.
NASA SATC 3-18 Rev2, 1_9
Exercise
Writing Risk Statements
NASA SATC 3-19 Rev 2. 1/99
Exercise: Writing Risk Statements
Based on the material you have just read, working with your group, write 2-3 risk
statements. When you are done chose one risk and write it on the board.
Condition ; Consequence
3b-1

Risk Statement Sample Solutions
This is the first time the IR Instrument Project manager is managing a
project to go into space; Project may fail due to insufficient / poor
management.
• There is a lack of a thorough hardware test program; mission failure
due to environmental conditions not tested.
Project software schedule and resources were underestimated;
Schedule slips, cost overruns, and a reduction in adequate testing
time are likely results.
Science requirements have substantial TBDs; late completion of
TBDs likely, with reduction in adequate testing time, possible science
application software failure, incorrect science data being captured,
hardware damage if incorrect safety limits were provided, extensive
rework and substantial cost overruns, mission failure if problems not
found before system is in operation.
NASA SATC 3-20 Rev2. 1/99
Brainstorming
NASA SATC
Purpose:
• group method for generating ideas
Description:
• participants verbally identify ideas as they
think of them, thus providing the opportunity
for participants to build upon or spring off of
ideas presented by others
Brainstorming
3-21
List
of
Risks
Rev2, 1/99
Taxonomy-Based Questionnaire (TBQ)
definition:
"... a scheme that partitions a body of knowledge and
defines the relationships among the pieces. It is used for
classifying and understanding the body of knowledge."
IEEE Software Engineering Standards Collection,
Spring 1991 Edition
example:
A questionnaire organized according to the taxonomy of
software development for the purpose of identifying
risks by interviewing a group of one or more individuals.
NASASATC 3-22 Rev2, 1/1_1
Example-SEI Taxonomy Structure
Class
Element
Attribute
Software Development Risk
ramDevelopment
Produc_rog
Product Schedule*• • Facilities
Stability... Scale Formality..- ContrOl
NASASATC 3-23 Rev2, 1/99
Example TBQ Questions
Guidebook pp. 471- 493
Attdbute
Starter
Cues
Starter
Follow-up
Class A. Product Engineering
Element 2. Design
d. Performance
[Are there stringent response time or throughput requirements?]
[22] Are there any problems with performance?
• throughput
• scheduling asynchronous real-time events
• real-time response
• recovery timelines
• response time
• database response, contention, or access
[23] Has a performance analysis been done?
(Yes) [23.a] What is your confidence in the
performance analysis?
(Yes) [23.b] Do you have a model to track performance
through design and implementations?
NASASATC 3-24 Rev2. 1/99
Goal/Question/Metric Paradigm GQM
Mechanism for formalizing the characterization,
planning, construction, analysis, learning and
feedback tasks
Three Steps:
1. Generate a set of goals based upon the needs
of the organization.
2. Derive a set of questions.
3. Develop a set of metrics which provide the
information needed to answer the questions.
(Solution to: How do we start?)
NASASATC 3-25 Rev2. IPB9
NASA Software Checklist
Organized by development phases of a project,
with emphasis on the software portion of the
overall project lifecycle.
Listed are some, not an exhaustive list, of the
generic risks that should be considered when any
project contains software. Entire list in Appendix
of course notes.
Contains practical questions that were gathered
by experienced NASA engineers.
NASA SATC 3-26 Rev2. 1/99
NASA Software Checklist- Partial
System RequiremenU Phase
Are system-level requirements documented?
To what leve]?
Are they clear, unambiguous, verifiable ?
Is there a proJect-wide method tot deahng with tuture
requirements changes?
Have sottware reqmremenis been clearly dehncated/allocatcd'!
Have these system-level sottwam requirements been revtewed,
inspected with system engineers, hardware engineers, and the
users to insure clarity and completeness?
Have tirmware and sottware been dittcrenOated; who ts m
charge of what and is there good coordination ifH/W is doing
"F/W"?
Are the ettects on command latency and Rs ramttlcattons on
controllability known?
Is an impact analysts conducted tot all changes to baseline
requirements?
ICJ_K AL-I'IUN
Rarthd Work
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Mil Std 338 Design Checklist- Partial
- Is the design simple? Minimum number of parts?
- Are there adequate indicators to verify critical functions?
- Are reliability requirements established for critical items?
- Are standard high-reliability parts being used?
- Have parts been selected to meet reliability requirements?
- Are circuit safety margins ample?
- Has provision been made for the use of electronic failure
prediction techniques, including marginal testing?
- Have normal modes of failure and magnitude of each mode for
each item or critical part been identified?
- Has redundancy been provided where needed to meet specified
reliability?
- Does the design account for early failure, useful life and wear out?
NASA SATC 3-28 Rev2, 1/99
Identification Summary
Statement of risk
' i_::irt_alties _ if Identify .._ / Context
//_/ capture statement / /
/ of risk / / I
/. capture context of / _ ,
risk , J _ -
T c.of..
I'!r°U=s I i i
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Risk Information Sheet
m :ll
r=_Mr/
After Identify ""
NASA SATC 3-30
APIHlql
Rev2. 1/99
ContinuousRiskManagement
Case Study
Risk Information Sheet After Analysis
ID 11 Risk Information Sheet Identified:
11/ l/ 95
10 Statement
It has recently been decided that the Infrared sensors will be
M developed in-house and how they will communicate and how sensor
data will be processed will be based on assumptions until the detailed
Impact H design is baselined; the accuracy and completeness of those
assumptions will determine the magnitude of change in the IR-SIP
Instrument Controller CI and Infrared Sensing Unit CI interface
requirements - it could be minor or catastrophic.
Timeframe N Origin Class Assigned
K. Green Requirements to:
Context The AA program is in the Systems Preliminary Design Phase and the IR-SIP project
software is in the Software Specification Phase.
• This is the first time these sensors will be used on a NASA mission. They will still be
under design and definition during the IR-SIP Controller's software specification through
implementation phases. Therefore, assumptions about the interface will have to be made in
implementing the IR-SIP CSCI and if those assumptions are incorrect, then software
rewrites will be necessary. We do have access to a reasonable set of assumptions and
information from a contractor who has developed very similar sensors, but again, we don't
really feel 100% confident in those assumptions.
• Problems were not anticipated in the current success-oriented schedule so there is no slack
time if the impact of the changes is major. Schedule slips, cost overruns, and reduction in
adequate testing time are all possible if the assumptions prove false.
• System testing does not begin until very late in the development, so if problems are
encountered there is usually no time to make changes in the hardware. Therefore, software
must provide work-arounds for problems encountered.
Priority
Probability
Mitigation Strategy
Contingency Plan and Trigger
Status Status Date
Approval Closing Date
/ /
Closing Rationale
3c-1

Identification Key Points
I Condition i I--_lConsequencel IA good risk statement Risk Statement
• contains ONLY one condition
• contains at least one consequence
• is clear and concise
Good context
• provides further information not in the risk
statement
• ensures that the original intent of the risk can
be understood by other personnel, even after
time has passed
• Communication is an integral part of risk
identification.
NASA SATC 3-31 Rev2, 1/99
NASASATC
Identification Methods and Tools
- Risk information sheet
- Brainstorming
- Periodic risk reporting
- Voluntary Risk Reporting
- Taxonomy-based questionnaire (TBQ)
Project metrics and Goal/Question/Metric*
NASA software risk checklist*
- MiI-Std 338: Electronic & Reliability Design Handbook (HW)*
* Not in Guidebook
3-32 Rev2, 1/99

Module 4
IASA SATC
Analyze
4-1 Rev2. 1R9
Overview
Analysis activities overview
Analysis activities
• evaluating attributes of risk
• classifying risks
• prioritizing risks
NASA SATC 4-? Rev2, 1/99
Analysis Activities Overview
NASA SATC
Statement of risk
Context
List of risks
\ Analyze
• evaluate
• classify
• prioritize
4-_
5tetmmmt of risk
Context
impact
Probability
_mefilrne
Classification
Rank
I I "1
Classification
Master list
\ of risks
Class 1 Class 2
_C,--3
Rev2. 1/99
Related areas:
Priority
Probability
Impact
Timeframe
Class
NASA SATC
Risk ]hfommfion Sheet
_ m
r_
4-4 Rev2, 1/99
Evaluating Attributes of Risk
Purpose:
to gain a better understanding of the risk by
determining the expected impact, probability,
and timeframe of a risk
Description - involves establishing values for:
ImpacP. the loss or effect on the project if
the risk occurs
Probability:. the likelihood the risk will occur
Timeframe: the period when you must take
action to mitigate the risk
NASA SATC Rev2, 1/99
Levels of Analysis
Level
binary level
tri-level
5-level
Impact
significant
insignificant
high
moderate
low
very high
high
moderate
low
very low
Probability
likely
not likely
high
moderate
low
very high
high
moderate
low
very low
Timeframe
near
far
near
mid
far
imminent
near
mid
far
very far
n-level n levels of n levels of n levels of
impact probability timeframe
NASA SATC 4-_ Rev2. 1/99
Example -
Tri-Level Attribute Evaluation
Each attribute has one of three values
• Impact: catastrophic, critical, marginal
• Probability: very likely, probable, improbable
• Timeframe: near-term, mid-term, far-term
Risk Exposure
Catastrophic
Critical
Impact
Marginal
Probability
Very Likely Probable Improbable
Low
Low Low
NASA SATC 4-7 Rev2, 1/99
Example: NASA Safety Impact Definitions
Catastrophic
• loss of entire
system
• loss of human life
• permanent
disability
Critical
• major system
damage
• severe injury
• temporary disability
Marginal
• minor system
damage
• minor injury (e.g.,
scratch)
Negligible
• no system damage
• no injury (possibly
some aggravation)
NASA SATC 4-_ Rev2. 1/99
Example -Impact Definitions
Schedule
slip
Cost
overrun
Failure
Catastrophic
> 20%
> 25%
System is
lost
Critical
10 - 20%
10 - 25%
Major
function
lost
Marginal
0 - 10%
0 - 10%
Data lost
NASA SATC 4-9 Rev2, 1R)9
Example Timeframe Definitions
A risk is near-term if the project must take
action or will be impacted by the risk in the next
90 days.
A risk is mid-term if the project must take
action or will be impacted by the risk in the next
90-180 days.
A risk is far-term if the project need not take
action or will not be impacted by the risk in the
next 180 days.
NASASATC 4-10 Rev2, 1/99
Example Probability Definitions
A risk is very likely if there is a >70%
probability that it will occur.
A risk is probable if there is a 30-70%
probability that it will occur.
A risk is improbable if there is a <30%
probability that it will occur.
NASA SATC 4-11 Rev2, 1/99
Exercise
Tri-Level Attribute Evaluation
NASASATC 4-17 Rev2, 1_9
Criteria and Attributes for IR-SIP
Jerry Johnstone's criteria for what's currently important to the project:
• must meet the schedule
• can't delete any of the technical or performance requirements
• must keep to the budget (Jerry knows there's a small amount of slack
in the budget, but he doesn't want the project personnel to know.)
Attnbuts
Probab_t_
Impact
Vmlue
Probab_ (M)
Improbable (L)
' _.ata strophlc
'OO
Ncar-tstm(N)
Far-tsrm(F)
Des ¢r_pt=Ol
11_h chance ott_ risk occurring, t_us becoming a probk:m >;g_/l
Risk _c this may turn into a problem once in a wh_c 30% < x < 70%
Not much chance this wig become a probE: m 0% < x < 30%
LOSS ot LK-_tF; unfccovcrSbk tadur¢ ot [K-_W opcraUons; mxjor systsm
damage to IR-SIP; scheduk sl_p Chat causes vehicle launch dats to bc
missed; cost overrun exceeding 50% ofpinnncd cos_
tv_or systsm damagc to IR-S_ _ rccovcr_bk operational capac_'; cost
ovcm=n cxcccding 10% (but less dlan 50%) of planned costs.
_mor svstsm damagc to IR-S_; n:covcrabk loss of [R-S_ opcrauonal
capacity; intsrnal schedule slip d_at does not impact vehicle launch dats; cost
overran ofkss than ]0"/. ofpinnned costs
Nots: KcJers to when action must be t_kcn on t_¢ risk In the next monto
!-2 months _m now
3 or morn mondls flora now
NAS_ SATC 4-1,3 Rev2. 1/99

Continuous Risk Management
Case Study
Tri-level Attribute Evaluation
Case Study Setting: It is October 20, 1995. The IR-SIP project is behind schedule in completing
the Systems Requirements and Design. These are running in parallel. Both the IR-SIP Flight and
the Mission Software have started requirements definition. The Science requirements are still
incomplete and the AA Interface requirements are behind schedule.
Key: Using the IR-SIP criteria description, evaluate each risk with respect to:
Attribute
Probability
Impact
Timeframe
Value
Very Likely (H)
Probable (M)
Improbable (L)
Catastrophic (H)
Critical (M)
Marginal(L)
Near-term (N)
Mid-term (M)
Far-term (F)
Description
High chance of this risk occurring, thus becoming a problem >70%
Risk like this may turn into a problem once in a while 30% < x < 70%
Not much chance this will become a problem 0% < x < 30%
Loss of IR-SIP; unrecoverable failure of IR-SIP operations; major
system damage to IR-SlP; schedule slip that causes vehicle launch
date to be missed; cost overrun exceeding 50% of planned costs.
Minor system damage to IR-SlP with recoverable operational capacity;
cost overrun exceeding 10% (but less than 50%) of planned costs.
Minor system damage to IR-SlP; recoverable loss of IR-SIP operational
capacity; internal schedule slip that does not impact vehicle launch date;
cost overrun of less than 10% of planned costs.
Note: Refers to when action must be taken on the risk. In the next
month
1-2 months from now
3 or more months from now
4a-1
Continuous Risk Management
1
3
4
5
6
Risk Statement Probability Im-pact Time.
fram_
This is the first time that the software staff will use OOD;
The staff may have a lower-than-expected productivity
rate and schedules may slip because of the associated
learning curve.
Commercial parts suitability for space applications is
unknown; parts failure may lead to system failure and
use of space grade parts may cause schedule delays
since space qualified parts procurement have a
procurement lead time of at least 18 months.
The high-speed fiber optic data bus _s untested
technology; the bus will not perform as specified and
high data transfer rates will not be sustained.
First time the IR Instrument Project manager is
managing a project to go into space; Project may fail due
to insufficient / poor management.
Lack of a thorough hardware test program; m=ss_on
failure due to environmental conditions not tested.
Project software schedule and resources were
underestimated; Schedule slips, cost overruns, and a
reduction in adequate testing time are likely results.
4a-i
Tri-Level Attribute Evaluation
Setting: October 20th, the IR-SlP project is behind schedule in completing the Systems
requirements and Design. These are running in parallel. Both the Flight and Mission
segments have started requirements definition. The Science requirements are still
incomplete and the AA interface requirements are behind schedule.
K,tsk l,_k _tatement ]'robs Ira- Time-
ID billty pact frame
1 This is the first time that the software staff will use OOD; The staff may have a
lower-than-expected productivity rate and schedules may slip because of the
associated learning curve.
Z Commercml parts are being selected for space flight applications and their
suitability to meet environmental conditions is unknown; these parts may fail
to operate on-orbit within the environment window, leading to system level
failures. Abo, environmental testing of these parts can be expensive and cause
_.cbedule delays.
The high-speed t_her opt|c data bus is untested technology; the bus will not
perform as specified and high data transfer rates will not be sustained.
l, irst time the IR Instrument Project manager ts manng_ng a project to go into
space; Project may fail due to insufficient / poor management.
Lack of a thorough hartlware test program; mouton tailure due to
environmental conditions not tested.
Project software schedule and resources were underestimated; _chedule
slips, cost overruns, and a reduction in adequate testing time are likely results.
4
5
6
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Classifying Risks
Purpose:
• look at a set of risks and how those risks
relate to each other within a given structure
• efficiently sort through large amounts of data
Description:
involves grouping risks based on shared
characteristics. The groups or classes show
relationships among the risks.
Classification Perspectives
By Source: Risks are grouped based on the
same source or root cause. This will show
the major sources of risk to the projecL
By Impact: Risks are grouped based on where
or how the impact will be felt by the project.
This shows the major aspects of the project
that are most at risk.
NASA SATC
4-Ifi Rev2.1/99
Example IR-SIP
Classification of Risk- 1
By Source of Risk - Management Process
ID Risk Statement
First time the IR Instrument Project manager is managing a project to4
go into space; Project may fail due to insufficient / poor management.
Project software schedule and resources were underestimated;
6 Schedule slips, cost overruns, and s reduction in adequate testing
time are likely results.
Lack of an adequate configuration management system; Inability to9
track parts and materials in case of GIDEP alerts.
Resource availability estimates were overly optimistic- schedule
! 12 shows all resources are available at'the start of each WBS element;
schedule slips, cost overruns, and reduction in adequate testing time
are likely.
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Example IR-SIP
Classification of Risk- 2
By Impact of Risk
!C| 5.1 IK-_IP Hsr0wsre
•_" ILack o4 • thorough hardware test program; mission failure due to environmental conditions not teated.
I
8 t as;ion jec Yes require the use Of new technology in an instrument's detector ¢lrculL The eelecTeTd--
approach involves scaling down existing technology to operate at higher frequencies. Menufactorability and
survivability of the more delicate part is unproven. Problems in either of these areas may result in schedule
delay, cost overruns, or • shortened mission life.
13 Ability Of new hardware to meet sampling rate bmlng requirements is unknown; failure to meet sample rate
requirements couJd result in loss of science data and we may need ai_llative hardware or be forced to accept
decreased software performance requirements.
GI 5.Z IH-_IP 3offwere
1 This is Ula first time that the software staff will use OOD; The staff may have a lower-than-expected
productivity rate and schedules may slip because of the associated learning curve.
4 ' Pirst time tlte IK Instrument Project manager Is managing a project to go into space; Project may fall due to
insufficient I poor management.
13" Waterrell I_eCycle mooel is being used to develop all IK-,_IP' aoffwere; it may cause serious integration
)roblems between IR-SIP CI and IR sensor and/or between IR-SIP CI and AA platform leading to a missed
launch window, excessive cost to meet window, or failure to successfully integrate the system.
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Dealing With Sets of Risks
During classification, it may be decided that
some risks should be mitigated and tracked as
a set. When this happens
• create a summary risk statement
• assign new ID but maintain linkages to
original risks
keep all context
move individual risk statements and ID #s
to context
• keep the worst-case impact, probability, and
timeframe attribute evaluations
• update database
:NA_ SATc 4-19 Ray2.1_l_
Example - Consolidating Risks
101
16
17
Use of C++, the selected compiler, and OOD are new for softwart
staff; decreased productivity due to unexpected leaming curves
may cause coding schedule to slip.
This is the first time that the software staff will use OOD; The
staff may have a lower-than-expected productivity rate and
schedules may slip because of the associated learning curve.
The C++ compiler selected for use does not come with very goo¢
user documentaUon, as supplied by the vendor; decreased
)roductivity likely as software developers stumble over the sam(
)roblems.
This is the first time that software staff has used C++; staff may
have Iower-than-expectad productivity rate, schedules may slip.
Probab
ility
M
M
im-
pact
M
M
M
M
Time-
frame
M
M
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Prioritizing Risks
Purpose:
• sort through a large amount of risks and
determine which are most important
• seParate out which risks should be dealt with
first (the vital few risks) when allocating
resources
Description:
• involves partitioning risks or groups of risks
based on the Pareto "vital few" sense and
ranking risks or sets of risks based upon a
criterion or set of criteria
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Two Step Risk Prioritization
I List of risks*I
Select the top %
or N risks
I
Orderthe Top N risks
T
Master list I
of risks
Top 10%
I_ Top 20%
1
Prioritized & Ordered
Master List of
Top N
RISKS
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Example Pareto Top 20%
m
2
10% S
100
20%
m
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&re ng se ec or space Ig • I On$ In
their suitability to meet Gmvironmental conditions is unknown; these parts
may fail to operate on-orbit within the environment window, leading to
system level failures. JMso, environme_al tesbng of these parts can be
expensive and cause schedule delays.
c a oug program; rmumn ure ue enmronme
conditions not tested.
relourc_s peflofln n in SVel i i Irl Ic eli were
underestimated; schedule slil_, cost overruns, reduction in adequacy of
development processes (especially testing time adequacy) likely.
se o ÷% comp er, =' are new or $ ;
101 decreased producthdty due to unexpected learning curves may cause
coding schedule to slip.
-- el congresslona p eli are su c ge; s
10 may cause the project funding Ixoflle to change each year with associated
replenning, schedude impacts, labor cost increases, loss of key pemonnel,
or project termination.
7 likely, with reduction in adequate testing Ume, possible science epplica*
tton software failure, incorrect science data being captured, hardware
damage if incorrect Mlety limits were provided, extensive rework and
substantial cost overruns, mission failure if problems not found before
system is in operation.
Cut off point for top risk listing based on Project concems
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Prioritization Criteria
The criterion or set of criteria used to rank the
risks is chosen based on what's most
important to the project.
Recall IR-SIP example:
• must meet the schedule
• can't delete any of the technical or
performance requirements
• must keep to the budget
NASA SATC 4-?4 Rev2, 1_;9
Exercise
Multivoting
NASA SATC 4.;) _ Rev2. 1/99
Exercise - Multivoting
Risk:
Evaluator
Evall
Eval2
Eval3
Eval4
Eval5
TOTAL
A BC D E F G H I J K L
3 1 2
3 2
2 1 3
12 3
21 3
673 13 1
Example:
5 participants
12 risks
3 weighted votes (1 2 3)
Risk order of criticality:
HBACJ
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Exercise - Multivoting
Risks 2 5 100 101 10 4 7 14 18 20
Evall
Eval2
Eval3
Eval4
Eval5
TOTAL t
NASA SATC _'_)7 Rev2, 1/99

Continuous RiskManagement
Case Study EXERCISE - Multivoting Form
Directions: It is October 20, 1995. Jerry Johnstone, R.C.Everette, W. Peacock, and C. White have
come together to prioritize the risks on the Top N list (which were selected using the Pareto Top N
Method). Review the risk statements and context with respect to the prioritization criteria
• must meet the schedule
• can't delete any of the technical or performance requirements
• must keep to the budget
Vote for the three risks that are most important to the project based on the prioritization criteria. Give
the most important risk 3 points, the next most important risk 2 points, and give the third most
important risk 1 point.
Risk Risk Statement _,o,nts
ID
2 Commercial parts are being selected for space flight applications and their suitability to meet
environmental conditions is unknown; these parts may fail to operate on-orbit within the
environment window, leading to system level failures. Also, environmental testing of these
parts can be expensive and cause schedule delays.
Lack of a thorough hardware test program; mission failure due to environmental conditions
not tested.
100
101
lO
14
18
Project resources (personnel number and availability) and schedules were underestimated;
schedule slips, cost overruns, reduction in adequacy of development processes (especially
testing time adequacy) likely.
Use ot C++, the selected compiler, and OOD are new 1'orsoftware staff; decreased
productivity due to unexpected learning curves may cause coding schedule to slip.
Yearly congressional NASA budget profiles are subject to change; this may cause the project
funding profile to change each year with associated replanning, schedule impacts, labor cost
increases, loss of key personnel, or project termination.
First time the IR Instrument Project manager tsmanagmg a project to go into space; Project
may fail due to insufficient / poor management.
Science requirements have substantial TBDs; late completion of ]-BDs likely, with reduction m
adequate testing time, possible science application software failure, incorrect science data
being captured, hardware damage if incorrect safety limits were provided, extensive rework
and substantial cost overruns, m_ssion failure if problems not found before system is in
operation.
Contracting a different test facility for acoustical testing; parts may be insufficiently tested or
parts may be damaged with excessive testing.
There ts no AA Satellite Simulator currently scheduled for development; probable that the IR-
SIP CSCI will fail when initially integrated with the actual AA Satellite since prior interface
testing will not have been possible, thus fixes will be done very late in the project schedule
and may cause the launch date to slip.
2O Subset of IR Post Processing CSCI requtrements is to be satisfied with COTS products;
Integration time and lifecycle costs may increase from original estimates which assumed
significant saving from COTS use, leading to schedule slips and cost overruns.
4b-1

Comparison Risk Ranking
Compare two risks at a time with respect to the project
criteria.
IR-SIP example: Which risk is more important? (i.e., may cause the
project to
• not meet the schedule
• delete a technical or performance requirement
• not keep to the budget
(2) Commercial parts are being selected for space flight applications and
their suitability to meet environmental conditions is unknown; these parts
may fail to operate on-orbit within the environment window, leading to
system level failures. Also, environmental testing of these parts can be
expansive and cause schedule delays.
OR
(5) Lack of a thorough hardware test program; mission failure due to
environmental conditions not tested.
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Analysis Summary- 1
Evaluate:
•impact (I)
• probability (P) Classify:
•timeframe (T) .identify duplicates
•consolidate risks to sets
Risk I P T Consolidate I_'
Riska M M F ! risks
i
!Risk b M L N
Risk C L H N i
Prioritize:
•identify Pareto top N
•rank top N
Risk setARiSk HI MPT I]Sort by evaluation _r
F Ire=ults Risk I P i"
Risk b M L N J z Risk n H H N Rank orderw
Risk s H M N the Pareto
N _" top NRisk c L H
¢ Risk setAIH M F
I ---
I
- Riskc "£-H- hi"....
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Analysis Summary- 2
Statement of dsk Statement of risk
Context
Context Impact
Probability
l_moframe
/ ClaRan_ Iflcati°n
_ _Analyze'_/ __I| "i I "
evaluate c'_-.===mc=uon
j_ l °,-s,_ l,_ Clml=1Class2\ I ...-_,.t _ c,.._
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Risk Information Sheet after Analyze
_s_ s_c @31 Rm,a, _
Continuous Risk Management
Case Study
Risk Information Sheet After Analysis
ID 11
Priority 10
Probability M
Impact H
Timeframe N
Risk Information Sheet Identified:
11/ 1/ 95
Statement
It has recently been decided that the Infrared sensors will be
developed in-house and how they will communicate and how sensor
data will be processed will be based on assumptions until the detailed
design is baselined; the accuracy and completeness of those
assumptions will determine the magnitude of change in the IR-SIP
Instrument Controller CI and Infrared Sensing Unit CI interface
requirements - it could be minor or catastrophic.
Origin
K. Green
Class Assigned
Requirements to:
Context The AA program is in the Systems Preliminary Design Phase and the IR-SIP project
software is in the Software Specification Phase.
• This is the first time these sensors will be used on a NASA mission. They will still be
under design and definition during the IR-SIP Controller's software specification through
implementation phases. Therefore, assumptions about the interface will have to be made in
implementing the IR-SIP CSCI and if those assumptions are incorrect, then software
rewrites will be necessary. We do have access to a reasonable set of assumptions and
information from a contractor who has developed very similar sensors, but again, we don't
really feel 100% confident in those assumptions.
• Problems were not anticipated in the current success-oriented schedule so there is no slack
time if the impact of the changes is major. Schedule slips, cost overruns, and reduction in
adequate testing time are all possible if the assumptions prove false.
• System testing does not begin until very late in the development, so if problems are
encountered there is usually no time to make changes in the hardware. Therefore, software
must provide work-arounds for problems encountered.
Mitigation Strategy
Contingency Plan and Trigger
Status Status Date
Approval Closing Date
/ /
Closing Rationale
4C-1

Key Points- 1
Evaluate risks at a level that is sufficient to
determine the relative importance
Select attribute definitions (e.g. catastrophic
impact) that make sense for your project,
Classify risks to help the project understand
the risks.
Group related risks into sets to help build more
cost-effective mitigation plans.
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Key Points- 2
NASA SATC
Prioritize to determine which risks should be
dealt with first when allocating resources.
Prioritize the risks based on the criteria for what
is most important to the project.
Communication is central to:
• defining project evaluation definitions
• evaluating risks
• selecting a project classification scheme
• classifying risks
• defining prioritization criteria
• identifying and prioritizing the top N risks
4-RR Rev2, 1/99

Module 5
lta_A SATC
Plan
[ _ I Communicate & /
¢ocu..po,./
Rev2,1/99
Overview
Planning activities overview
Planning activities
• assigning responsibility
• determining approach
• defining scope and actions
Mitigating a set of related risks
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What Is Planning?
Planning is the function of deciding what, if
anything, should be done with a risk.
Planning answers the questions
• Is it my risk? (responsibility)
• What can I do? (approach)
• How much and what should I do? (scope and
actions)
NASASATC
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Planning Activities Overview
==_ot_k. R.o_. i i _.=0o.,. / =--,_,_Context and constraints Context
impact impact
Probaldllty Probability
1]mlframe _ / ,¢ Tlmlfren_
Classification __ _ / / Classification
sslgn responsibility
Ii _.-._ • determine approach / i
Master list _ _ /
of dsks _" /
Class I Clm 2
[_NN ,,
[-_"_ [_ " ComNKiuences may be addedto the risk statement if not
already documented
NASASAT(:; _._ Rev2,1199
m
Risk Information Sheet
-- Statemem
To be completed:
•Assigned to
• Mitigation Strategy
•Contingency plan and trigger
NASASATC _5
Stlm== Status Dstc
_---_p_sl C'_img Da Cl_mg l_iomale
I1t_"
Planning Decision Flowchart
tm 1+ilom,_
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tatement of
;-_o_,__,_= PlanningDecisionFlowchart
risk
Context
Impact
['imeframe
assifieation
_ oono _-- about this
_, yes _, yes

NASA SATC
Project Considerations
What is currently important to the project, management,
customer, or user?
Are there critical milestones the project is currently
facing?
What limits and constraints do the project, organization,
group, or manager have?
What milestones and limits are fixed? flexible?
What resources are available for mitigation?
How does this risk fit into the overall project issues and
concerns? When is the best time to address or mitigate
a risk?
_-7 R_,2,1_
Assigning Responsibility
Purpose:
• ensure that no risks are ignored
• make effective use of expertise and
knowledge within the project when planning
for risk mitigation
• ensure that risks are being managed by those
with the appropriate abilities, knowledge, and
authority to commit resources for mitigation
Description:
• involves reviewing the risk(s) and determining
who is best able to deal with the risk(s)
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Determining Approach
Purpose:
• ensure you know enough to make an informed
decision
• pick an appropriate approach for effective
management of the risk(s)
• establish measurable mitigation goals that
provide a target for evaluating success and
direction during the development of action plans
Description:
• involves reviewing the risk(s) and determining
the best approach to take
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Action Plan Approaches
Research
Key
Iw7 .°ateMitigatiLn Plan
iAccep=nc_ I
D
FocTnal Documented
Plan
[_ Generic term for the results (actionplan type) of an approach to
planning that does not require a
formal Oocumented plan
Action #1 - Research
Investigate the risk until you know enough to be
able to decide
• if it is still your responsibility
• what to do about it (accept, watch, or mitigate)
Risk action plan type
• research plan
NASA SATC
._-11 Rev 2,1/99
Action #2 - Accept
Do nothing. The risk will be handled as a
problem if it occurs. No further resources are
expended managing the risk.
Risk action plan type
• acceptance rationale
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Action #3 - Watch
Monitor the risks and their attributes for early
warning of critical changes in impact,
probability, timeframe, or other aspects.
Risk action plan type
• tracking requirements*
*Tracking requirements include indicators for monitoring the
risk, triggers, or thresholds for taking action, and reporting
requirements (e.g., how often, by whom, extent of the report,
and when).
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Action #4- Mitigate
Eliminate or reduce the risk by
• reducing the impact
• reducing the probability
• shifting the timeframe
Risk action plan type
• mitigation plan (action item list or task plan)
• tracking requirements
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Discussion - Determining Approach
Risk
ID
13
15
2O
Risk St=Wment
Science requirement= have subst=n_il TBDs; iste completion of TBDs
likely, with reduction in adequate testing time, possible science appGcation
software failure, incorrect science data being captured, hardware damage if
incorrect safety limits were provided, extensive rework and substantial cost
overruns, mission failure if problems not found before system is in
operation.
Waterfall niecycis model is being used to develop ag IR-SIP software; # may
cause serious integration problems between IR-SIP Ci and IR sensor and/or
between IR41P CI and AA platform leading to a m_sed launch window,
excessive cost to meet window, or failure to successfully integrate the
system.
The funding end development schedule for the AA sat=liP- is subject te
change; IR*SIP scheduis slips, cost overruns, and a reduction in adequate
testing _ are likely as unscheduled changes will have to be made to the
scrltware to match AA pro)act chanties.
Subset of IR Post Processing CSCI requirements is to be satinfled with
COTS product=; Integration lime end lifecycis costs may increase from
original estimates which assumed significant saving from COTS use,
leading to schedule slips and cost overruns.
Assigned Plan Rabonale
To."
Johnstone
EverctW
Johnstone
Everctt=
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Contingency Plans
Not all mitigation plans can or should be carried out
immediately, for example:
• there may not be sufficient funding at this time
• other circumstances (such as having the right
personnel) may not be right
o it may be a low probability, catastrophic impact risk
with an expensive mitigation plan
May be used as Plan B if Plan A fails
Contingency plans are held in reserve until specific
conditions are true or certain events occur
• watch for the conditions and events!
Defining Scope and Actions
Purpose:
• take a balanced approach in developing
effective actions to mitigate risks
Description:
• involves reviewing the risk(s) and determining
the appropriate level of mitigation to take and
the goal of the mitigation
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Which Type of Mitigation Action?
What criteria are used to determine when to use
action item lists and task plans?
• relative importance of the risk(s)
• complexity of the issues
• breadth of expertise required to develop
mitigation strategies
• probability and impact of the risk
(particularly catastrophic)
• available planning resources (particularly
personnel)
Action Item List vs. Task Plan
Action Item List Task Plan
Risk statement(s) Risk statement(s)
Mitigation goal/ Mitigation goal/
success measures success measures
Responsible person
Action items
Due dates and closing date
Responsible person(s)
Related Risks
Due date for task plan completion
Chosen strategy(ies)
Specific actions
Budget
Schedule (e.g., Gantt or PERT charts)
Risk tracking indicators, thresholds,
reporting frequency
(Optional) contingency action Contingency strategy, actions,
and tdgger and trigger
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Task Plan Components
Risks
Related risks
Specific actions to take
Strategy(ies)
Cost of strategy/actions
Staff roles & responsibilities
Risk tracking requirements
Due dates & schedules
Success criteria
Mitigation goals
Contingency strategy and triggers
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Example
Task Plan
Discussion - Defining Scope & Actions
/_ISK KInK _tntefne_n_
ID
it has rccontly bccn decidedUxatthe lntrarcd scnsors v_ll
! be developed in-house and how they will communicate
and how sensor data will be processed will be based on
assumptions until the detailed design is basclined; the
accuracy and completeness of those assumptions will
determine the magnitude of change in the ]R-SIP
Instrument Controller CI and Infrared Sensing Unit CI
! interface requirements - it could be minor or catastrophic.
1Science requn'ements have substanual IBDS; late
ompletion of TBDs likely, with reduction in adequate
testing time, possible science application software failure,
incorrect science data being captured, hardware damage if
i incorrect safety limits were provided, extensive rework
land substantial costovenm_ mission failure if problems
I not found before system is in operation.
AlllgneG Plan: Kluonlie
to De_rmtne
scope
results
JOnhstone
JoNnstone
Continuous Risk Management
Case Study
Task Plan
Responsible Person:
Last Updated:
Origination date:
Risk Statement
Risk # 7
J. Johnstone (for approval); R.C. Everette (for
recommendations and implementation)
6/7196
3/4/96
Science requirements have substantial TBDs; late completion of TBDs likely,
with reduction in adequate testing time, possible science application software
failure, incorrect science data being captured, hardware damage if incorrect
safety limits were provided, extensive rework and substantial cost overruns,
mission failure if problems not found before system is in operation.
Classification: Requirements
Related risks: None
Identified causes
• inadequate scheduling to allow for requirements definition
• inadequate civil service and contractor personnel resource planning
• all of the science requirements are still not available
Mitigation goals/success measures/criteria
The goal of this task plan is to
Complete the science requirements and submit the change for implementation
WITHOUT slipping the overall development completion date. It is preferable to not
use overtime or additional resources.
Chosen Strategies
The selected strategies to address the key causes and to reach the mitigation goal are
• to analyze, research, and complete the TBD science requirements, and to submit
change requests
• to reprioritize the baselined requirements and reorder the builds to minimize
impact of TBDs
5b-1
Continuous Risk Management
Specific actions
The following work breakdown structure (WBS) describes the actions that will be
performed as part of the mitigation plan and identifies who is responsible for completing
them. This information will also be reflected in a Gantt chart.
1o0 Reprioritize the baselined requirements and reorganize the builds to implement
the high priority requirements first. The likelihood of their changing will be
factored into the prioritization process. (Jo Johnstone)
1.1 Identify requirements with high probability of change. (R. C. Everette)
1.2 Identify critical path dependencies among requirements and software
modules. (R. C. Everette)
1.3 Build a prioritized list of requirements: (R. C. Everette)
1.4 Reorganize the contents and schedule of builds to meet the new priorities.
(R. C. Everette)
1.5 Distribute the changes in build content and schedule to all personnel, and
tell the customers that no changes to a specific build will be accepted
once implementation of that build has begun (except for corrections to
requirements errors that would cause mission failure). (J. Johnstone)
2.0 Estimate the impact to the schedule for builds and requirements based on the
projected completion of the TBD requirements. Verify (as much as possible) that
the new schedule accounts for the anticipated changes. (R. C. Everette)
3.0 Complete the requirements document for TBD Requirements 38-42 and submit a
change request. (John Smith/NASA)
3.1 Estimate the intermediate completion milestones.
3.2 Report progress weekly.
3.3 Complete peer review requirements.
3.4 Submit change requests upon the completion of the requirements.
4.0 Complete the requirements document for TBD Requirement 73 and submit a
change request. (John Smith/NASA)
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
Estimate the intermediate completion milestones.
Report progress weekly.
Complete peer review requirements.
Submit a change request upon the completion of the requirements.
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Continuous Risk Management
5.0
6.0
7.0
Complete the requirements document for TBD Requirement 104 and submit a
change request. (Mary Blue/NASA)
5.1 Estimate the intermediate completion milestones.
5.2 Report progress weekly.
5.3 Complete peer review requirements.
5.4 Submit a change request upon the completion of the requirements.
Complete the requirements document for TBD Requirements 143-149 and
submit a change request. (Joe Kelley/University Intern)
6.1 Estimate the intermediate completion milestones.
6.2 Report progress weekly.
6.3 Complete peer review requirements.
6.4 Submit change requests upon the completion of the requirements.
Set up a tracking mechanism for change requests and help R. C. Everette
determine the magnitude of the problem created by change requests. Weekly
reports will be provided to R. C. Everette. The reports will include the impact to
the schedule and the resources required to implement each submitted change.
(J. Johnstone)
7.1 Design a weekly status report.
7.2 Set up automated metrics collection and reporting.
5b-3
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Trigger:
Trigger:
Risk tracking indicators
TBD requirements comp/etion:
Indicator: actual completion dates compared to planned completion dates
a projected 10% schedule slip in the completion of any requirements
document is cause for review
a projected 25% schedule slip in the completion of any requirements
document will trigger contingency plan A
Change request magnitude
Indicator: the cumulative schedule impact due to the changes (based on submitted
change requests)
the cumulative resource requirements required to implement the changes
(based on submitted change requests)
If either the cumulative schedule impact indicator or the cumulative resource
requirements indicator exceeds their projections by 20%, it will trigger
contingency plan B
Indicator:
Trigger:
Budget
• Planning/oversight:
J. Johnstone/R. C. Everette: 5 days
• Completing TBD requirements:
3 civil servants: 14 weeks
7 weeks, $10,0001 university intern:
Reprioritizing:
R. C. Everette:
2 team members:
Tracking costs:
1 civil servant:
R. C. Everette &
J. Smith:
Totals:
Civil service time:
University Intern cost:
7 days
1 day each to review
3 days to set up automated system;
2 days each to determine tracking measures,
triggers, report format, and intermediate triggers.
(Cost to produce weekly reports is negligible)
18-person weeks
$10,000
Expected return: The number of errors is projected to decrease by approximately 75%.
The amount of resources assigned to late requirements changes should decrease
accordingly by 75%. For this project, the total estimated savings is 50% of the total
planned budget. The probability for mission failure due to this risk will be eliminated.
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Schedule (Gantt chart)
Action Start Date End Date
1 February 15, 1996 March 15, 1996
2 February 15, 1996 March 15, 1996
3 March 1, 1996 May 7, 1996
4 March 1, 1996 March 15, 1996
5 May 24, 1996 July 15, 1996
6 June 1, 1996 July 21, 1996
7 February 15, 1996 July 21, 1996
Repdodtize baseline
requirements (Action 1)
Estimate schedule
impact (Action 2)
TBD Requirements
38-42 (Action 3)
TBD Requirement
73 (Action 4)
TBD Requirement
104 (Action 5)
TBD Requirements
143-149 (Action 6)
Tracking
(Action 7)
I IIII
m
I I I I
Feb. Mar. Apr. May
1996 1996 1996 1996
Time
I I I
June July Aug.
1996 1996 1996
5b-5
ContinuousRiskManagement
Contingency strategies, actions, and triggers
Contingency Plan A:
Trigger: A projected 25% schedule slip in the completion of any
requirements document
Strategy/actions: Authorize contractor overtime to assist civil service (a maximum of
10 person weeks in contractor time is allowed). Approval by J.
Johnstone is required.
Contingency Plan B:
Trigger: When either the cumulative schedule impact indicator or the
cumulative resource requirements indicator exceeds its projections
by 20%
Drop the lower-level science requirements to compensate for the
estimated development time required to complete the higher-
priority requirements.
Strategy/actions:
5b-6
Mitigation Goals and Success
Measures
NASA SATC
Set a realistic, measurable (or verifiable) goal for
mitigating the risk, for example
• avoid any changes to scheduled milestones
• eliminate change requests unsupported by
funding to implement the change
Define success criteriam you need to know when
you've succeeded or failed
For example
• all current change requests implemented by
311196 with no change to scheduled
milestones
_-_ Rev2.1/99
Discussion -
Goals & Success Measures
Risk 7 - Science requirements have substantial TBDs; late
completion of TBDs likely, with reduction in adequate
testing time, possible science application software
failure, incorrect science data being captured, hardware
damage if incorrect safety limits were provided,
extensive rework and substantial cost overruns, mission
failure if problems not found before system is in
operation.
What Goals & Success measures would you look for?
Discussion -
Goals & Success Measures
Risk 14 - Contracting a different test facility for acoustical
testing; parts may be insufficiently tested or parts may be
damaged with excessive testing.
What Goals & Success measures would you look for here?
NASA SATC _t)5 Rev 2,1/gg
Example - Mitigation Planning Worksheet
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Case Study
Continuous Risk Management
Plan ning Worksheet
Planning Worksheet
Risk ID 7 [ Responsibility: J. Johnstone
Risk statement
Science requirements have substantial TBDs; late completion of TBDs likely, with reduction in
adequate testing time, possible science application software failure, incorrect science data being
captured, hardware damage if incorrect safety limits were provided, extensive rework and substantial
cost overruns, mission failure if problems not found before system is in operation.
Mitigation goals and constraints (in observable terms)
Science requirements must be completed and all related change requests submitted for
implementation. No slipping of the overall development completion date is allowed. Preferable to not
use overtime or additional resources but if necessary to keep completion date, do so.
Additional data (e.g., root causes, impacted elements)
Related risks
Alternative strategies/actions Estimated costs
Related mitigation plans
Strategy evaluation criteria
Chosen strategy/actions Success measures
Contingency strategy Contingency trigger
5c-1 Rev 1, 8/98

Planning for Risk Sets
Mitigation goals can be hierarchical.
The planning focus should be on high-priority
or Top N risks in the set.
Monitoring a set of risks usually requires a set
of indicators.
_SA S^TC 5-_7 R,_=. 1_
Mitigating a Set of Related Risks- 1
Purpose:
• increase the cost effectiveness of mitigation
plans by eliminating duplicate efforts
• avoid conflicting mitigation goals and actions
• integrate planning efforts and avoid unnecessary
time developing plans
NASASATC ._.?_ Rev2, 1_
Mitigating a Set of Related Risks- 2
Questions to consider:
• Is there a set of risks that would benefit from
coordinated mitigation?
• Do we know enough about these risks to
proceed?
• What are the goals of mitigating this set of risks?
• What strategies will address these risks?
• What indicators are needed for monitoring a set
of risks?
NASASATC _-?9 Rev2.lm
Summary of Action Plan Approaches
The result of planning is a documented decision
about what should be done with each risk.
The decision is documented in a risk action plan.*
The types of risk action plans are:
• research plan
• acceptance rationale
• tracking requirements
• mitigation plan
- action item list
task plan
• The term "plan" refers to the approach for mitigating a risk and
does not necessarily mean a formal documented plan.
Example - Action Plans
Research
I Action plans(Approaches/types)
I I
Accept I Watch
Rm= 15Tracking Requil'eme_
canc*btmn; and • tldu_, m |¢ki¢_ Mitilate
Mitigabon Plan
', I
....... •..=..=-_.1 J'
ume a_ ahcvcm ¢e=_ rely =_¢_==* _m o_¢a¢
[(_ ...... lld_, Ichld_ ,,. ,rid,_ l Y
Key
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Planning Summary
--"1E iC--,°.,__--"
Probability Probability
Timeframe _ / • l_meframe
Classificaaon _ _ / / Classlncatloe
Rank _ _ #" / Rank
--....2 ,,.n "_/ "_o_
, _._,1 ._,ig, responsibility //, ,
' _ /71"_"'°es"=" i\ '
_ .,-1/ ../ t "define scope and actions I \
Master list Classification _1 _ ,) \
of dsks • _ /
Class 1 Clm 2 • _ L
i_I __1 "_IActl°nplansl_
_ I to the risk statwnen¢ if not
-- already documented
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Planning Key Points- 1
- Mitigate unacceptable risks to the project.
- You can't mitigate all risks - but you need to
understand which risksyou are taking.
- Watch the risks you can't currently mitigate and
don't want to accept.
- Unassigned risks tend to fall through the cracks.
- Don't over plan - action item lists are sufficient
for most mitigation plans.
NASA SATC ;_-_'4 Rev 2, lfl19

Case Study
Planning Worksheet
Continuous Risk Management
Planning Worksheet
Risk ID 7 [ Responsibility J. Johnstone
I
Risk statement
Science requirements have substantial TBDs; late completion of TBDs likely, with reduction in
adequate testing time, possible science application software failure, incorrect science data being
captured, hardware damage if incorrect safety limits were provided, extensive rework and substantial
cost overruns, mission failure if problems not found before system is in operation.
Mitigation goals and constraints (in observable terms)
Science requirements must be completed and all related change requests submitted for
implementation. No slipping of the overall development completion date is allowed. Preferable to not
use overtime or additional resources but if necessary to keep completion date, do so.
Additional data (e.g., root causes, impacted elements)
Root causes - incomplete definition of reqts in early phases and inadequate scheduling to allow
completion; poorly planned use of personnel (civil service and contractor); insufficient funding for
contractor personnel and not enough civil servants to make up for it; science requirements not
available in early phases.
Related risks
none
Alternative strategies/actions
Initiate an extra contractor task to analyze, complete, research,
and complete the TBD requirements
Analyze, research, and complete TBD science requirements and
submit change requests ASAP - use civil service and contractor
Authorize contractor overtime until all requirements are
complete
Wait and see how bad it gets - slip schedule then if need to (AA
satellite completion is probably going to be late as well)
Reprioritize baselined requirements and reorder builds to
minimize impact of TBDs
Estimated costs
$70,000
$10,000
$105,000
worstcase:$3-8million
1 person week (civil service)
Related mitigation plans
none
Strategy evaluation criteria •
_al contractor cost, no completion _ slippage
5e-1
Continuous Risk Management
• .: • .... .... _- , , mitigationpIan
Contingency_strategy' _ " : i i,.:.:,,__i _._:_ _ cytrigger
AuthoiT¢ contractor overtime to assist ci_L_c¢. Up Weeldy status reveals that TBD
to lOpcrson weeks in contractortimeallowcd.:Appmval requiremontsarc_notgoing,to be
by Johnstone required. .... =
schedule to .complete
progress onimplementation)
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Planning Key Points- 2
Communication
• Use teams to develop effective plans.
• Submit plans for approval and review.
• Determine tracking requirements for risks and
mitigation plans
Remember project, manager, user, and customer
considerations when planning:
• what is currently considered important
• fixed or critical milestones
• project limits and constraints
• available resources for mitigation
_ASA SATC _-3=_ Rev 2.1/99

Module 6
Track
NASA SATC 6-1 Rev2. 1/99
Track
Tracking
• a process for watched and mitigated risks
where related data are acquired, compiled,
analyzed, and reported
Risks can be tracked individually or in sets.
NASA SATC 6-2 Rev2, 1/99
Overview
Overview of tracking activities
Tracking activities
• acquire
• compile and evaluate
• report status (plan, risk)
NASA _AT_
6-3 Rev2. 1/99
Track Activities Overview
Statement of risk
Ccmtext
impact
ProblldlUy
T'Imeh'mne
Classification
Rank
Plan Approach
=E . F.,.our...I Js.=r..._ : m%k_stlon
I Actlonplans I"I,, i= _ I _ '''plans
4atmnent of dsk
Risk & mitigation Rank
plan measure Plan Approach
Status
MetricsProject idata
6-4
! i
Rev2, 1/99
Risk Information Sheet
Completed or Updated:
-Priority
-Probability
-Impact
-Timeframe
-Status
-Status Date
NASA SATC 6-5 Rev2, 1/99
Tracking Risks and Plans
1. Tracking the mitigation plan will indicate
• whetherthe plan is being executed correctly
• if the plan is on schedule
2. Tracking the risk attributes will indicate
• mitigation plan effectiveness
NASA SATC 8-6 Rev2, 1/99
Risk Metrics
Metrics are used to:
• measure attributes of a risk
impact, probability, and timeframe
other risk-specific attributes
• provide meaningful information to enable
more informed control decisions
• assess the impact or success of a
mitigation plan
• identify new risks
NA_ _Tq _7 Rev2, 1_9
Acquire
Purpose:
• to collect tracking data for a given risk
Description
• a process that includes all of the steps
associated with collecting information about and
updating the values of risk measures and status
indicators for watched and mitigated risks
N&_p_ _pAT_ 6-B Rev2. 1/99
Considerations When Acquiring Data
Status information is only as good as its
accuracy and timeliness.
Stale data are more dangerous to decision
makers than no data at all.
When a group of indicators is required, all of
the data must be acquired from the same time
period.
Collect the data needed to track the project's
risks. Collect only what you need and use what
you collect.
N A,_pA_AT_
6-9 Rev2. 1;99
Metrics by Life Cycle Phases
System System
Requirements
Analysis Design
_,,_ / o=,.od--,_,=Oon
/ Preliminary Design
Hardware Design
requirement.'
Analysis
System
Integration
& Test
NASA SATC
Software
Cequirement_
Analysis _reliminary _
So_----[ _-_. _o;e,__.__
8-10 _ 12, 1/99
Data Acquisition - Metrics
Requirements
• Ambiguity = Weak phrases
• Completeness = TBD + TBA + TBR
Design & Implement
• Structure/Architecture = Complexity & Size
Testinq
• Problem report tracking = open, closed, severity
• Defect density
NASA SATC
Process
• Schedule =effort, compleUon rates
•Budget
6-11 Rev2, 1/I_
Compile & Evaluate
Purpose:
• organize and understand the relevant tracking
data for a given risk
Description:
• a process in which data for a given risk is
combined, calculated, organized, and
interputed for the tracking of a risk and its
associated mitigation plan
NASA SATC 6-12 Rev2, 1199
Trigger/Threshold
A value of an indicator that specifies the level at
which an action, such as implementing a contingency
plan, may need to be taken.
NASA SATC
Generally used to:
• provide early warning of an impending critical
event
• indicate the need to implement a contingency plan
to preempt a problem
• request immediate attention for a risk
Effective if:
• does not trip unnecessarily
• is easy to calculate and report
6-13
Example - Triggers
Percent within Budget
0.4%
[
I
o_%_ Over
0.2%._udget
°0'0: thm  ud,et
Oct Nov "-[_Q_ _ Feb Mar Apt May Jun Jul Aug Sip
Under
-03% J
budget
Risk 1O0:Project resources (personnel number and availability) and schedules
were underestimated; schedule slips, cost overruns, reduction in adequacy of
development processes (especially testing time adequacy) likely.
NA_A _;AT(;; 6-14 Rev2, 1/99
Data Compilation & Trigger
Example
Risk # 14: Contracting a different test facility for
acoustical testing; parts may be insufficiently
tested or parts may be damaged with excessive
testing.
Data to be collected: Vibration testing spectrum
NA_ _A_
Trigger: Upper and lower bounds dependent on
component ==> excessive or insufficient
testing
--> potential new risks
6-15 Rev2, 1/9t;I
Data Compilation & Trigger
Examole
AN
.r
a
000m
to
Sample Vibration Control Spectrum
Excessive I
Frequency (Hz)
6-16
Requirements Metrics Example
Risk # 7: Science requirements have substantial
TBDs; late completion, inadequate test time.
Data to be collected: terminology of document
weak phrases, incomplete terms, optional
terms, TBDs, TBSs, TBAs
Trigger: >0 on any
NTA,_i_,_pAT9 6-17 Rev2. 1/99
Requirements Metrics Example
- Text Analysis
2
Tool available from:
i_i_ _AT_ 6-18 http:flsatc.gsfc.nasa.gov R,v2, _
Testing Metrics Example
Risk # 100: Project resources and schedules
were underestimated; schedule slips, cost
overruns, testing time inadequate.
Data to be collected: Number open, closed,
total number (Linear trend to closure)
Trigger:
Total number is not as expected on curve
Closure rate trend will not hit 0 prior to
milestone
6-19 Rev2, 1/99
Testing Metrics Example-
Tracking Errors/Faults/Chanties
3500
Cumulative Problem Reports
Submitted & Closed
NA_ _T(;: 6-20 Rev2. 1/99
Process Metrics Example
Risk # 6: Project software schedule and
resources were underestimated; schedule slips,
reduction in adequate testing time.
Data to be collected • Effort per activity
Trigger: Exceeds expected percentages
NASA,_T_ 6-21 Rev2, 1/99
Process Metrics Example-
Effort per Phase
Test
33%
Projected Effort Actual Effort
Req/Design
3O%
Test
18%
Req/Des_jn
34%
Implementation
37%
Implementation
48%
I Risk - Decrease in Testing projected I
NASA_p,T_ 6-22 Rev2. 1_
Data Collection Exercise
Risk
#1 This is the first time that the software staff will
use OOD; The staff may have a lower-than-expected
productivity rate and schedules may slip because of
the associated learning curve.
# 20 subeetofIRPostProcessing CSCI
requirements is to be satisfied with COTS products;
Integration time and lifecycle costa may increase
from original estimates which assumed significant
saving from COTS use, leading to schedule slips and
cost overruns.
#12 Resource availability estimates were overly
optimistic- schedule shows all resources are
available at the start of each WBS element; schedule
slips, cost overruns, and reduction in adequate
testing time are likely.
Data to be Collected
NA_ _TC 6-23 Rev 2, 1/99
Report
Purpose:
• communicate risk status reports to support
effective decision making
Description:
• a process in which status information about
risks and mitigation plans is communicated
to decision makers and team members
h_p_ _AT_ 6-24 Rev2, 1/99
Report Considerations
What information needs to be reported?
What presentation formats best present the
analyzed data?
Does the information and the format of the
report provide the basis needed by decision
makers?
_ SATC
6-25 Rev2, 1/g9
Stoplight I Fever Chart
Condition Risk Risk
ID Statement
Yellow 14 contractJng different
test facility; insufficient
testing, damage.
Science reqt substantial
late completion,
Incomplete testing,
wrong data.
SW schedule and
resources under
estimated; schedule
slips, cost overruns.
I"'gn_I "_onlRemaining CommentsKey
Milestones
NA,_ _AT_ 6-26 Rev2. 1_
Spreadsheet Risk Tracking
Documents data in a spreadsheet format, which
is periodically reviewed
Provides a concise set of risk and status
information in a format that is easy to read and
comprehend
Supports routine project meetings where risks
are being reviewed and discussed
NA,_,_T9 6-27 Rev2, 1/99
Example
Spreadsheet Risk Tracking
NASA SATC 6-28 Rev2, 1/99
Case Study
Spreadsheet Risk Tracking
EXAMPLE
IR-SIP Monthly Project Review: Risk Status Spreadsheet - April 1, 1997
Priority I RisklDI
1 22
2 100
3 23
4 7
5 11
Risk Statement
AA Satellite Simulator is being
developed; impacts to current
project plan and other mitigation
plans are unknown but could be
significant - availability of resources
to make use of simulator is
questionable
Project resources (personnel
number and availability) and
schedules were underestimated;
schedule slips, cost overruns,
reduction in adequacy of
development processes (especially
testing time adequacy) likely.
Metrics are being reported only on a
quarterly basis; schedules may slip
and recognition of their slip may be
too late for effective replanning to
take place.
Science requirements have
substantial TBDs; late completion of
TBDs likely, with reduction in
adequate testing time, possible
science application software failure,
incorrect science data being
captured, hardware damage if
incorrect safety limits were
provided, extensive rework and
substantial cost overruns, mission
failure if problems not found before
system is in operation.
It has recently been decided that
the Infrared sensors will be
developed in-house and how they
will communicate and how sensor
data will be processed will be based
on assumptions until the detailed
design is baselined; the accuracy
and completeness of those
assumptions will determine the
magnitude of change in the IR-SIP
Instrument Controller CI and
Infrared Sensing Unit CI interface
requirements - it could be minor or
catastrophic.
Status
Comments
New risk -
resulted from
closure of Risk
18.
New risk 22 has
made this worse.
Key personnel
had designated
back-ups in case
availability slips,
but Simulator
work negates
that.
New risk
identified by W.
Wills
TBD's are being
analyzed and
researched.
Expect
completion of first
set next week.
So far the
assumptions we
used continue to
hold as we
complete
prototypes. Only
very minor
requirement
changes have
resulted so far
and the ripple
has been
negligible.
Probability
H
H
M
M
L
Impact
H
H
M
H
M
Assigned To
Johnstone
Johnstone
Peacock
Johnstone
Johnstone
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Probability Impact Assigne
Priority ]RiSklD
7 13
CLOSE 2
D
CLOSE 18
D
W 101
I Risk Statement
Waterfall lifecycle model is being
used to develop all IR-SIP
software; it may cause serious
integration problems between IR-
SIP CI and IR sensor and/or
between IR-SIP CI and AA platform
leading to a missed launch window,
excessive cost to meet window, or
failure to successfully integrate the
system.
and other Top N risks ....
Commercial parts suitability for
space applications is unknown;
parts failure may lead to system
failure and use of space grade parts
may cause schedule delays since
space qualified parts procurement
have a procurement lead time of at
least 18 months.
There is no AA Satellite Simulator
currently scheduled for
development; probable that the IR-
SIP CSCI will fail when initially
integrated with the actual AA
Satellite since prior interface testing
will not have been possible, thus
software fixes will be done very late
in the project schedule and may
cause the launch date to slip.
WATCH LIST
Use of C++, the selected compiler,
and OOD are new for software staff;
decreased productivity due to
unexpected leaming curve may
cause design and coding schedules
to slip.
Status
Comments
Project plan
revised for
incremental life
cycle.
Recommendation
to move to Watch
negated by new
risk 22. Revisit
next month.
Commercial parts
appear to be
working and
same reliability
as space
qualified parts
Goldman
authorized
development of
simulator on an
accelerated
schedule. IR-
SlP's project plan
must be revisited
to enable us to
make use of the
simulator.
Recommendation
to close risk and
open a new risk
21, accepted.
Training appears
to be effective.
only 2 people left
to be trained.
Calls to help desk
reduced by 80%.
Use of expert
from ORB project
has been
successful.
Recommend
moving this risk
to Watch
L Everette
Peacoct
Goldma
Everett
Priority I IDRiSkI
W 15
Risk Statement Probability Impact Assigned To
The funding and development
schedule for the AA satellite is
subject to change and cancellation;
IR-SIP schedule slips, cost
overruns, and a reduction in
adequate testing time are likely as
unscheduled changes will have to
be made to the software to match
AA project changes.
............. and all other risks which are
not on the top N list and have not
been accepted or closed.
Status
Comments
No change H Johnstone
6a-3

Reporting Schedule
Reports are generally delivered as part of
routine project management activities:
• weekly status meetings
• monthly project meetings
The frequency of reporting depends on:
• the reporting requirements for each risk or
risk set
• the manner in which the report will be used
Exception reporting may be necessary.
NASA_AT9 6-29 Rev2, 1/9g
Tracking Sets of Risks
Risk sets can be tracked as an entity
If a mitigation plan has been developed for a set
• the mitigation plan status data are reported
for the set
• risks in a set can also be tracked separately if
the individual risks are important
_ _p_T_ s-30 Rev2, 1_9
Track Activities Overview
tatomont of risk
Context
Impact
Probability
l"lmelhrame
Classi/T_..ation
Rank
Pl=m Approach
i i
Risk & mitigation
plan measure
N_,_i,A_p_4T9
Tracking Key Points
• Tracking reports communicate information required
for effective control decisions.
• Tracking information and reports can include
quantitative indicator data as well as more subjective
information (e.g., recommendations).
• Tracking information is not limited to formal reporting
mechanisms.
• Informal reporting of risk-related information by all
project personnel can aid decision making.
• Risk tracking should be integrated with standard
management practices - risk management should be
tailored for a project.
_ ._AT_: 6-32. Rev2. 1,1;9
Module 7
Control
NA_ _ATq 7-1 Rev2, 1/9g
Control
Control
• a process in which decisions are made based
on the data presented in the tracking reports
Risks can be controlled individually or in sets.
NA,_ SATC 7-2 Rev2, 1/99
Control Overview
Control activities overview
Control activities
• evaluate tracking results
• decide risk activity
• execute
NA_AT_ 7-3 Rev2 1/99
Control Activities Overview
NASA SATC
I Status reports
• risks
• mitigation
plans
i I
Statement of risk
Context
Impact
Probability
I Tlmeframa
, Classification
I Rank
I Plan ApproachStatus
I
I
I '
"_'_ I Control
• evaluate
• decide
• execute
J T
Project
data
7-4
Decisions
• replan
f • close
• invoke
contingency
• continue
_"_.......a Statement of risk
-- Context
Impact
Probability
i Tlmeframe
C|usificatlon
Rank
Plan Approach
Status
Control Decision
Rev; 1/99
What Is Effective Control?
Assessing the effectiveness of mitigation plans
Monitoring the quality of plan execution
Assessing significant changes in risks and trends
Determining appropriate responses
Executing the plan of attack
Communicating above information
NASA SATC 7-5 Rev2. 1/99
Controlling a Set of Risks
When a set of risks is being evaluated and its
trigger is reached, a decision should be made
about whether to look at individual risks.
If the risk being closed is a part of a set of
risks, an informed decision should be made
either to close the set or to close selected risks
within the set.
NA,_A _T_: 7-6 Rev2. 1_
Risk Information Sheet
Completed Items:
-Approval
-Closing date
-Closing rationale
=u I =I,=c,._:
Pr_r*ty _**qemu=*
Imp.¢|
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Evaluate Tracking Results
Purpose:
• allow decision makers to identify significant
changes in risks, to assess the effectiveness
of mitigation plans, and to accurately
determine the best courses of action
Description
• uses tracking data to re-access project risks
for trends, deviations, and anomalies
NASA _AT _ 7-8 Rev2. 1/99
Metric Trend Analysis
The risk management plan can document which
project metrics to track.
Trend and data analysis of project metrics can
be used to identify new risks.
Trends can be observed through the evaluation
of successive reports
° persistent lateness in taking action
• oscillating priority values
• significant changes in the number of high
impact risks or risks of a particular type
NA_ SATC 7-9 Rev2. 1P39
Testing Metrics - Example #1
Tracking Errors/Faults/Changes
Given concerns about inadequate Test Resources
and Schedules, e.g.,
#6 - Project software schedule and resources were underestimated;
Schedule slips, cost overruns, and a reduction in adequate testing time
are likely results.
#21 - Poor communication between the AA Project's system engineering
team and the IR-SIP instrument team; substantial errors may occur in
the interface between the IR instrument and the AA satellite and
spacecraft integration testing may take longer than planned and
consume more resources for software changes to correct the problems.
What approach would you take? What would you
collect? What trends would you expect to see
evolve? etc.
N_%_ _AT_ 7-10 Rev2. 1_
Testing Metrics - sampleSolution #1
Tracking Errors/Faults/Changes
Open/Closed
7O ;
Good C/osum Rm
Low C_sum -
Pet.m_l/US_
Uk,h = R
10
0
, NASA SATC
Testing Ends in 3 Months (Feb '97)
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Error Counts
Code Percent
Count _p_p._tModule
ES1CHECK 15 9.1%
EPHEX 6 3.7%
EEEQP 5 3.0%
TRPAR 5 3.0%
ACTHR 4 2.4%
CANAC 4 2.4%
CSAPM 4 2.4%
CSSRD 4 2.4%
MAMUS 4 2.4%
PRADS 4 2.4%
UCVMP 4 2.4%
(Top tl3 of all Errors Found)
Rev2. 1/99
Trending Metrics - Example #2
Given concerns about Unstable or Incomplete
requirements, which metrics might be useful in
controlling this risk area?
#7 - Science requirements have substantial TBDs; late completion of
TBDs likely, with reduction in adequate testing time, possible science
application software failure, incorrect science data being captured,
hardware damage if Incorrect safety limits were provided, extensive
rework and substantial cost overruns, mission failure if problems not
found before system is in operation.
What would you collect? What trends would you
expect to see evolve? etc.
NASA SAT_ 7-12 Rev2, 1/99
Requirements Metrics -Sample Solution #2
Completeness & Volatility Analysis
Total Number of Requinmtents
700 .........
3OO ......
2OO ....
o t I I I I I
_ Q_ r
NA_ _ T_
CRR
Looks Good/
(Stable)
4O0
350
300
_ 250
_ 2oo
o
Modifications to Requirements
45O ..............................................................
IQ94 2(394 3Q94 4Q94 IQ95 2Q95 3095
_k_ _,la_r
CRR
Excessive Changesl
NOT Stable
Combination of BOTH views indicates dsk area - requirements are NOT YET stable
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Trending Metrics - Example #3
Recall concerns about inadequate Test Resources
and Schedules.
#6 - Project software schedule and resources were underestimated;
Schedule slips, cost overruns, and a reduction in adequate testing time
are likely results.
Another approach to the same risk - completion
rates
NASA SATC 7-14 Rev 2_ 1,_9
Trend Analysis -Sample Solution #3
Completion Metrics
Component Completion Trending
350 _ Expect number components
I
3001 ' '---' ........o o o
0 .O"-O" -O"250 "" " " "O'_"O"O "O"
.13.0 "'0"
_200 4 a-"°"a1 o-"
oE 150 ! _Ac_ual
_" lOO '"" '_=_ I
50 _ Scheduled !
Time Period
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Decide
Purpose:
• ensure that project risks continue to be
managed effectively
Description:
• uses tracking data to determine how to
proceed with project risks
close
- continue tracking and executing the
current plan
- replan
- invoke a contingency plan
I_ _ATg 7-16 Rev2, 1/99
Action #1 - Close a Risk
A closed risk is one that no longer exists or is no
longer cost effective to track as a risk.
This occurs when:
• Probability falls below a defined threshold
• Impact lies below a defined threshold
• the risk has become a problem and is tracked
Closure:
• recommended by person responsible for the risk
The closure is reported, database is updated and the
originator is advised
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Action #2 - Continue Tracking and
Executin_ Current Plan
No additional action is taken when:
• analysis of the tracking data indicates that all
is going as expected
• project personnel decide to continue tracking
the risk or mitigation plan as before
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Action #3 - Replan
A new or modified plan is required when
• the threshold value has been exceeded
• indicators show that the action plan is not
working
• an unexpected adverse trend is discovered
This equates to Mid-Course Correction
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Action #4-
Invoke a Contingency Plan
A contingency plan is invoked when:
• a trigger has been exceeded
• some other related action needs to be taken
The risk and its mitigation plan continue to be tracked
after the contingency plan has been executed.
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Example - Continual Data
Trackin and Anal sis Risk#5
Rate of Finding Errors
82% of projected Expected total
errors found number of errors
errors found'_.....,_ _ =_===
_ _ : _of a thorough hardware test program;
=_ L_---==_ _= I mission failure due to environmental
,/-"
j has been achmved such that testing could be terminated.
Week
Risk is dependent on scheduled end of testing
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Execute
Purpose:
• implement both the decision made about a risk and
mitigation plan as well as to ensure that all decisions
are appropriately documented for future reference
and historical record maintenance
• ensure approval and resources are allocated
Description:
• the process where control decisions are implemented
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Mitigation Status Report
Provides a way to track mitigation plans on a
periodic basis.
Provides concise and visual summaries of
project risks.
Summarizes risk data and the status of
mitigation efforts for management.
NASA SAT_
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Mitigation Status Report
Format
A mitigation status report can include:
• Textual information
- Risk information
- Risk status
- Root causes and mitigation actions
- Other information chosen by project
• Graphical information:
- Time graph tracking risk indicators
- Gantt chart or PERT chart tracking the plan
- Stoplight chart tracking plan status
- Other information chosen by project
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Example
Mitigation Status Report
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Continuous Risk Management
Risk ID:
Mitigation Status Report
Requirements
Science requirements likely to change
substantially; reduction in testing time
leading to possible application software
failure and extensive rework and
substantial cost overruns are likely.
Date:
Approach: I_ Watch l_ Accept i_
Risk Status:
Impact (I) H
Probability M
Current Risk Exposure (RE) H
Initial Risk Exposure (RE) l-I
Mitigate
I_ Green 1_ Yellow [_ Red
Root Causes:
Description Mitigation Summary
Inadequate scheduling to
allow for requirements
definition.
All of the science
requirements are still not
available.
Reprioritize baselined
requirements and estimate
impact to schedule.
Complete TBD requirements.
Actions
1,2
3,4,5,6
Actions
L
L i
I
J
n Actual
Schedule
- Estimated
Schedule
7a-1
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Control Summary
Status Reports
• Risks
Mitigation plans
[
[
Statement of Risk
Context
Impact
Probability
ThneE_une
Classification
Rank
Plan Approach
Status
(
_I Control
• evaluate
• decide
• execute
/ T
Project
Data
7-26
Decisions
• Replan
• Close
t_ I "X.voke
] contingency
/ F " Co=in.¢
/ [ trackin8
_. st__k
Context
Impact
Probability
T]meframe
Classification
Rank
Plan Approach
Smms
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Risk Information Sheet after
Trackin,q and Control
• o ,m_.* =, o_=r
_m r_
Tr_j_ Ur the _Lq2N_ _ 2Y211_6 dot_ ¢on1_<4b¢ tool. F_4 the ¢_m_wmr._ p&_ .n pl_
' w
"" I_,--I _--- i
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Continuous Risk Management
Case Study
Risk Information Sheet After Tracking and Control
ID 11 Risk Information Sheet Identified:
11/ 1/ 95
7 Statement
It has recently been decided that the Infrared sensors will be
M developed in-house and how they will communicate and how sensor
data will be processed will be based on assumptions until the detailed
M i design is baselined; the accuracy and completeness of those
assumptions will determine the magnitude of change in the IR-SIP
i Instrument Controller CI and Infrared Sensing Unit CI interface
requirements - it could be minor or catastrophic.
Origin Class Assigned
K. Green Requirements to: J. Johnstone
Context The AA program is in the Systems Preliminary Design Phase and the IR-SIP project
software is in the Software Specification Phase.
• This is the first time these sensors will be used on a NASA mission. They will still be
under design and definition during the IR-SIP Controller's software specification through
implementation phases. Therefore, assumptions about the interface will have to be made in
implementing the IR-SIP CSCI and if those assumptions are incorrect, then software
rewrites will be necessary. We do have access to a reasonable set of assumptions and
information from a contractor who has developed very similar sensors, but again, we don't
really feel 100% confident in those assumptions.
• Problems were not anticipated in the current success-oriented schedule so there is no slack
time if the impact of the changes is major. Schedule slips, cost overruns, and reduction in
adequate testing time are all possible if the assumptions prove false.
• System testing does not begin until very late in the development, so if problems are
encountered there is usually no time to make changes in the hardware. Therefore, software
must provide work-arounds for problems encountered.
Priority
Probability
Impact
Timeframe N
Mitigation Strategy
[Mitigation goal/success measures: Reduce the probability and impact of incorrect interface
assumptions to a minimum: estimated low probability and low impact. Ideally, completion of
prototype tests will show that assumptions we got from EasySensor were correct and there is
no impact at all.]
1. Build prototypes of the IR-SIP CSCI software primitives needed to control the
interface with the Infrared Sensing Unit early in the software requirements phase.
• Start by 1/10/96. Prototype should contain all the functionality defined by that date
for the configuration of the Infrared Sensing Unit. Complete by 1/30/96.
2. Have early interface tests with the Infrared Sensor Unit to confirm functionality and
control issues. Allocate enough time for software work-arounds to be developed if
7b-1
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problems arise.
Mitigation Strategy (cont.)
• Test of the interface between the two subsystems will be completed by 2/3/96.
• Second prototype to command the transmission of sensor data from the Unit to the
IR-SIP CSCI will be started by 2/12/96 and completed by 2/20/96.
• All subsequent interface tests will be performed by 2/28/96.
3. Feed information from the two prototype tests into updates to the Interface
Requirements Specification and the associated sections of the schedule by 3/2/96.
4. Determine the impact of the revised requirements by 3/6/96.
Contingency Plan and Trigger
Trigger: If the 2/12/96 or 2/28/96 dates cannot be met, put the contingency plan in place.
Contingency Plan: Elevate this as one of the top 10 project risks and request that project
reserves be used to pay for additional contract support to get the two sets of
requirements firmed up (i.e., configuration and data transfer). If additional contract
resources are not available, slip the schedule for completion of the prototypes to be
done by March 20, and request that project reserves be used to pay for additional
resources to be added to the software design and implementation to make up the
schedule slip.
Second
eompim
_Date
2/20196
o
2Z7/_
2/4196
71
Control Key Points
• Control Decisions are based on current
information as well as experience and are
required to respond to changing conditions
in watched and mitigated risks.
• Risk tracking and control should be
integrated with standard project management
practices - risk management should be
tailored for a project.
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Module 8
Communicate &
Document
8-1
I _ _ommunicate&_ )
\ _" Document J
J,o +y
Rev2, 1_
Overview
What is communication?
Relationship to other paradigm functions
Enablers to communication
Barriers to communication
Types of Documentation
NA_p_ _;AT(_ 8-2 Rev 2, 1/99
Relationship To Other
Paradigm Functions
8-.3 RevZ. llgg
_. -
Why Communicate Risks. _ _))_
Makes risks, plans, actions, concerns, exchanges, forecasts, and
progress known
Ensures the visibility of risk information
To enable all project members to participate in defining and
managing risks
Ensures understanding of risks and mitigation plans
Establishes an effective, on-going dialog between the manager
and the project team
Ensures appropriate attention is focused on issues and concerns
_,_ ._T_: 8-4 Rev2. 119g
Enablers to Communication
• Defining clear project roles and responsibilities
• Making risk actions and decisions visible
• Being a role model
• Establishing an internal champion
• Rewarding positive behavior
NA_ SATC
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Barriers to Communication
• Ready-fire-aim
• Don't tell me your problem
• Shoot the messenger
• Liar's poker
• Mistrust
• Value differences
• Hidden agendas
• Differential knowledge
• Placing blame
• Inactive listening
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Types of Documentation
Risk Management Plan
Risk Implementation Plan
Risk Information Sheets
Risk Analysis Reports
Risk Mitigation Status Reports
Risk Database
Tracking Logs
Test Reports
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Communicate & Document Key
Points
• People must feel empowered to share their issues
and concerns with each other in an open manner,
both formally and informally.
• Open communication creates a better understanding
of the status and progress of the project because it
brings forth perspectives of everyone on the project.
• Management needs to create a culture that
eliminates communication barriers and develops
communication enablers.
• All documentation is useful as a communication tool.
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NASA SATC
Module 9
How To Implement
Continuous Risk
Management
,9-1 Rev2, 1/q_l
Overview -
How to implement CRM
Frequently Asked Questions:
- When do I start?
- Who's involved?
- What do I need?
- What should I choose?
- What actions should I take?
Hints and Tips
Things to Watch Out For
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Opportunity Actions
Pre-contract activity Include risk management provisions
in the solicitation and statement of work.
Major project Prepare for a major project decision point,
milestones and the need to increase knowledge about
(e.g., contract award) risks for improved strategic planning.
Major project review Prepare for standard reviews, such as
design reviews, functional tests.
Best time to start is at the beginning. Risk information can help in
planning and budgeting.
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Who's Involved?- 1
Role Description Responsibilities and Tasks
Sponsor • Provide visible support and encouragement
(e.g., senior mgr., VP, • Reward effective management of risks
division chief)
Project manager • Provide resources and funding
(responsible for ultimate • Reward effective management of risks
success of project) • Monitor progress
Champion • Publicize and promote CRM
(advocates new technology • Coordinate changes and improvements on
or process within the project) the project
Change agents
(plan and implement
changes in organizations
and projects
• Assist with recommendations of plans
• Evaluate existing and new tools
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Who's Involved? - 2
Role Description
Facilitators
(trained in meeting skills,
conflict resolution, tools,
etc., - act individually or as
a team)
Technical managers (e.g.,
team or functional leads,
such as software/hardware
manager, test mgr., etc.)
Project personnel
(e.g., software or hardware
engineers, testers, etc.)
Responsibilities and Tasks
• Conduct training sessions
• Provide CRM expertise
• Provide consulting during evaluation of
progress
• Encourage and support use of CRM within
their teams
• Report risk information to project manager
• Evaluate progress within their teams
• Add CRM activities to day-to-day
operations
• Maintain open communication about risks
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You need an...
Organization Structure
Example:
Quality
assurance
manager J
I Configuration
I management
I lead
Project
Manager
I
manager
I , I
Software i
engineers Engineers [
System 1
engineer
manager
I
I"ardwa_I 'n=grati°n'Imanager test manager
I
_ Teste 'rs
NASA SATC _._ Rev2, 1/9g
You need...
Internal Communication
Example:
Control I
Project _ "_ /
manager / "repriorit_ze [_]
Top N/ "integrate I I Assign
risks 1..........." across teams !........_rresponsibility
Technical I _ . I
, Anmvze Plan
leads I - review /I. approve
/ - prioritize ............................1 .qJ._.g._...................................
..........................................._":,"_;_rt_i_ .... I - recommend
/ "classify /" accomplish
Individuals/ Risks T Jr Requiredteam members Status/ indicators
forecast
Track ]I /dent/fY I'_ Status/trends
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You need...
External Communication
Example:
Customer
Awareness
Issue
resolution
Senior Managers
Multi-project •
Integration
Project I 1
Top N Decisions
Selected
Agreements
Selected
Top N I Suppliers
i" AwarenessRisk
_'-! mitigation
Mitigation plans,
Status reports
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You need...
Assigned Roles & Responsibilities
_.u nw.p_...u.,,..=
t:.xample: Indiv,duals 5onwBre engineers, testers, leads, and project manager
IR-SIP Personnel • identify new dab
• esbmate probability, impact, and timer,sine
• classify risk=
• recommend sppcoach and actions
• track risks and mitigation plans (acquire, compile, and report)
_ollware engineering lea¢_ ,or each c;:_¢;i
• ensure accuracy of probability_mpact/bmeframe esbrnates and
the classification
• renew recommend=signs on approach and acbons
build lit'ion plans (determine approach, de_ne scope & acbons)
report their top N rillg[ and isluea to the project manager
collect and report general nsk management measures/me,he=
integrates risk informabcm _'om all technical leads
repriolitJzes all risks to determine top N risks in ea¢_ area
(software, hardware, etc.)
makes conVcl decisions (analyze. decide, execute) for asks
(e.g.. Software Project Manager controls software risks)
authorizes expenditure of resources for miligebon
assigns or changes responsibility tot risks and rrl_bgation plans
within the CSCI, CM. and test areas
handles communication IR-SIP project manapor
integrates risk intorma(ion from oll soflwlce, hardware, and CM
leads
reprioritizea all ralks to determine top N project risks
makes control daclsions (analyze, decide, execute) for Top N
project ha ks
lUthOriZel expendi_ra of project relourcel for mitigalion
lieges or changes responlibili_f for hsks and mitigation plans
within the project (e.g.. moving responsibility for a risk from
sol.Ire to hirdWllte)
• handles communication with A._ progrlm manager
• revlet_l general dtk management measurel/metncs with Quality
/klluranee dunng each quarter to evaluate effoclJveness of risk
management
Rev2, 1/99
S/VV EaSE;l, [;aM.
and Test
Managerl
so--re Project •
Manager+
Hardware Project
Manager+ etc. .
IR-_IP Project *
Manager;
IR-SIP Project
Systems .
Engineer
NASASATC 9-,9
You need...
Established Meetings
Weekly Team Meetings
• establish priority of team's risks
• assign responsibility for new risks
• review and approve mitigation plans
Monthly Project Meetings
• Leads present the team's Top N risks (and mitigation
plans)
• Project manager Leads decide on appropriate action
• Project manager determines allocation of resources
for mitigation discretionary funds for technical leads
NASASATC ,q-1_) Rev2, lr_g
You need...
Process and Data Flow
Example:
Individualactivities Weekly andmonthlymeetings
I . . I I _p_..: ",1
I _ I _.mn+t I
NASA SATC
/ Individualactivities/fPlan:
I Def'rne mitigation
, i approac_
1',Determine
[ /
I I
Weeklyand monthlymeetings
, Cco.t_m_L I_Dec_ion tCIo6e riak | ) •
Take planned action
Continue tracking
'1
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You should carefully... -'_;"
Adapt to Your Project
Purpose:
• make_isting, effective r_
project management processes and methods
while integrating a set of proactive risk
management activities
• document the tailored processes, methods,
and tools in a risk management plan
• define a schedule for transitioning specific
methods, tools, and activities into the project
Description:
• tailors risk management processes, methods,
and tools for use on the project
NASA SATC
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You must choose your...
Risk Database
A database is the simplest means of retaining
and keeping risk information up to date.
Data entry forms and reports can be used as the
risk information sheet, spreadsheet, and other
templates.
A risk database enables documentation of
lessons learned, trend analysis, pattern analysis
to support identifying common risks (and
solutions) across projects.
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Dne Choice-
NASA Software Risk Management Database
Developed at NASA Lewis to help
capture & track project risks
Based on experience and the SEI Continuous Risk
Management Guidebook
Contains most of the items found on the SEI "Risk
Information Sheet"
Further information available from:
http ://www.osma.lerc.nasa.gov/srmd/riskO.htm
Database can be downloaded from the net if you
have Access 7.0 or greater
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First -
Document Your Plan
Risk Management Plan:
• Overview of Risk Management process
• Project Organization & Responsibilities
• Risk Management activities in detail
• Budget, resources & milestones for risk
management activities and risk mitigation
• Procedure for documenting risks
NASA SATC ,¢_'I_ Rev2. 1/99
Exercise -
Sample Risk Management Plan
IR-SIP's Risk Management Plan can serve as DID,
with example text, for your project to use.
Take 10 Minutes to read the IR-SIP risk Management
Plan, then we will walk through it.
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Second -
• Sponsorship II
_sibiliti_ for _
• Risk Management activities in detail
• Budget, resources & milestones for transition effort
• Evaluation measures and completion criteria
• Transition risks and mitigation plans
• Establish baseline method
NASASATC 9-1A Rev2. 1_

Continuous Risk Management
Case Study
IR-SIP Risk Management Plan Outline
Baselined:
Last Modified:
Owner:
Purpose:
Section 1.
1.1
1.2
1.3
Section 2.
2.1
2.2
2.3
Section 3.
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.3
Section 4.
4.1
Introduction
Purpose and Scope
Assumptions, Constraints, and Policies
Related Documents and Standards
Overview of Risk Management Practice
Overview
Process and Data Flows
Project Management Integration (optional)
Organization
Organizational Chart
Project Communication and Responsibilities
AA Program Responsibilities
Contractor Responsibilities
Practice Details
Establishing Baselines and Reestablishing Baselines
4.2 Identifying Risks
4.3 Analyzing Risks
4.4 Planning Risks
4.5 Tracking and Control of Risks
4.6 Summary of Methods and Tools
Section 5. Resources and Schedule of Risk Management Milestones
Section 6. Documentation of Risk Information
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Case Study
IR-SIP Risk Management Plan
Baselined: 11/15/95
Last Modified: N/A
Owner: J. Johnstone/IR-SIP Project Manager
Purpose: This plan documents the practice of risk management as tailored to the IR-
SIP Project. This plan will be updated on 2/25/96 and 4/25/96 to reflect changes and
improvements to the risk management practice based on the evaluation results.
Section 1. Introduction
This plan will direct the processes, methods, and tools used to manage risks in the IR-
SIP Project. All project personnel are responsible for following this plan. This plan is
part of the IR-SIP Project Management Plan suite of documents.
1.1 Purpose and Scope
This plan will define the practice of risk management as it should be performed once it
reaches maturity within the IR-SIP Project. This document does not address risk
management within the AA Program.
1.2 Assumptions, Constraints, and Policies
This plan does not address the process of putting a new risk management practice in
place (in other words, the actual transition process - that is documented in the
Implementation Plan). This plan defines the risk management practice for the IR-SIP
Project. It is recognized that this plan addresses a new practice being put into place on
a project that is already in progress and that this plan is the first of its kind for IR-SIP. It
is expected that significant changes and improvements will be necessary over the
course of time as risk management is adopted by IR-SIP. Therefore, any corrections
should be forwarded to the plan owner. Change recommendations should be submitted
on the Change Documentation Request Form 1246.
1.3 Related Documents and Standards
/R-SIP Risk Management Implementation Plan will guide the technology transition
process. It directs the flow of activities associated with getting the risk management
practice defined in this plan established and ongoing.
/R-SIP Project Management Plan directs the activities of the overall project. The Risk
Management Plan is subordinate to project management plan.
9b-2
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Section 2. Overview of Risk Management Practice
2.1 Overview
This section provides an overview of the risk management practice and its relation to
IR-SIP's project management. Details are to be found in the following sections. The
overview of the process will be defined by a process/data flow diagram.
There are four primary activities performed in the risk management practice:
• identification of risks: a continuous effort to identify and document risks as they are
found
• analysis of risks: an estimation of the probability, impact, and timeframe of the risks,
classification into sets of related risks, and prioritization of risks relative to each
other
• planning risks: decision about what to do with the risks, which, for important risks,
will include mitigation plans
• tracking and controlling risks: collection and reporting status information about risks
and their mitigation plans (where appropriate) and taking corrective action as
needed.
The risk management activities will be carried out during day-to-day activities of project
personnel as well as during key project meetings.
Only Top 20% risks shall have any resources expended for mitigation. All non-Top N
risks shall be watched or accepted.
9b-3
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2.2 Process and Data Flows
The following diagram depicts the overall process of managing risks on the IR-SIP
Project.
Individual/Daily activities First Level Manager activities
I r...,= -I I . r,, . I
L Individual/Daily activities
Legend:
Proc41s$
=ctvity 0
Output [_ord_
De_sion []
Weekly Functional Area meetings Monthly IR-SIP Project Mee_ngs
I I I I I
m,. Software risks "_ Project risks
I I
Software resource authoriza_on Reassigned risks -
Decisions: Top N risks
- close risk _. Decisions:
- continue tracking - replan
- take planned action - continue tracking
- take planned action
Monthly AA Program Review
I °- I'- reassign risk- cJose risk
- aurorae program resources
2.3 Project Management Integration (optional)
The IR-SIP Project Management Plan calls for the identification, processing, and
documentation of changes and problems to the system. Risks will, in general, be
considered an equivalent item to problems and changes in terms of tracking and
significance during project meetings. Top 20% risks will be handled similar to critical
issues, as documented in the Project Management Plan. Any risk which is also a safety.
risk will be handled similar to a safety-related problem - referral to the project's safety
plan or to the Safety Guidebook NASA-GB-1740.13-96.
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Section 3. Organization
3.1 Project Organization
The IR-SIP project organization is defined in the Project Management Plan and
repeated here for convenience.
I
Pm_ect S =&ty,Ez_v_onm*nt
&Mis s_n Assurance
Mana_ r
M. Ross
I
I AA ProgramS_*GoM*ran
i
I
P*o_ *am Systems
I En_neer I
L D.G_ J
I I
._ surarce AJ sur_atce
M..bm_ L. Ram
I I
IR-SIP Project ] I CAM_
Manager P _ _ mm
Jen 7 JotRutom ="" Man_e r
I I
S ystms PxojectMana@e r l:_e ct
Er_,ee r W. Pe=c_ck Ma=uLp r
C. Whi_ I R.C.Erreie
I I
Manager _._ 51i_abr
J. S _wal_ A._
I
I I I I
Manacer _n_ctr C oz_,_ra 1ion br__,t_er
CSC I N """ CS CI1 M_r_¢er TL..Tore s
$.B_n ElCn_tn S. ]_elly ]
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3.2 Project Communication and Responsibilities
The following diagram introduces the structure of risk communication and responsibility
within the IR-SIP organization for conducting risk management activities.
Project
Manager:
Johnstone
Project Systems
Engineer: White
Top N risks
Control
- integrate across
functions
- reprioritize
- authorize project
resources
Reassign to
hardware, etc.
decisions
Functional
Managers
(HAN, S/W,
etc.)
Top N risks
CSCI, SNV
H/W, CM,
Test Manager Analyze
- review
- prioritize
- evaluate
- classify
Control
- integrate across
CSCIs
- reprioritize
- authorize
resources
assign
responsibility
1
Plan
- develop
plans
risk status
- recommend
actions
risks T
,n0,v,0ua,s,1 0eo,, I. 1Trac ITeam Members trends
L requiredindicators
I
The responsibilities of all project personnel as individuals, the team or technical leads,
the function leads, and the project manager are specified in the following table. This
table illustrates the type of responsibilities that need to be identified and allocated to the
project personnel for the management of risks.
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Who
Individuals
S/W, H/VM, CSCI,
CM, and Test
Managers
Software Project
Manager,
Hardware
Project
Manager, etc.
IR-SIP Project
Manager,
IR-SIP Project
Systems
Engineer
Continuous Risk Management
Responsibilities
Software/Hardware engineers, testers, leads, and project manager
• identify new risks
• estimate probability, impact, and timeframe
• classify risks
• recommend approach and actions
• track risks and mitigation plans (acquire, compile, and report)
Leads for each CSCI
• ensure accuracy of probability/impact/timeframe estimates and the classification
• review recommendations on approach and actions
• build action plans (determine approach, define scope & actions)
• report their Top N risks and issues to the project manager
• collect and report general risk management measures/metrics
• integrates risk information from all technical leads
• reprioritizes all risks to determine Top 20% risks in each area (software, hardware,
etc.)
makes control decisions (analyze, decide, execute) for risks (e.g., Software Project
Manager controls software risks)
authorizes expenditure of resources for mitigation
assigns or changes responsibility for risks and mitigation plans within the CSCI,
CM, and test areas
handles communication IR-SlP project manager
integrates risk information from all software, hardware, and CM leads
reprioritizes all risks to determine Top 20% project risks
makes control decisions (analyze, decide, execute) for Top 20% project risks
authorizes expenditure of project resources for mitigation
assigns or changes responsibility for risks and mitigation plans within the project
(e.g., moving responsibility for a risk from software to hardware)
handles communication with AA program manager
reviews general risk management measures/metrics with Quality Assurance during
each quarter to evaluate effectiveness of risk management
The criteria for communicating risk information is documented in the following table.
Communication Path Criteria for Selecting Risks and Status Information
Technical leads to Jerry
Johnstone
Jerry Johnstone to AA Program
Manager (Goldman)
Everette to contractor program
manager
Jerry Johnstone to Program
System Engineer
• Top 20% risks for each team
• Any risk that impacts launch readiness
• Any risk with an impact >10% of budget
• Any risk that needs to be transferred to another team
• Top 20% risks in the project
• Any risk that impacts the satellite's operation
• Any risk with major impact on IR-SIP operations
• Any risk that impacts the launch schedule
• Any risk that exceeds 25% of the project budget
• Any risk that negatively impacts NASA's reputation
• Any risk that
• Any risk that
• Any risk that
contractor
impacts the contractor's ability to succeed
impacts the overall project schedule
needs to be transferred or jointly managed by the
• Any risk that impacts the satellite's operation
• Any risk that impacts the launch schedule
• Any risk that exceeds 25% of the project budget
• Information on technical problems that affect the spacecraft or
other instruments
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3.3 AA Program Responsibilities
If IR-SIP project personnel identify risks that affect the AA Program, it is the
responsibility of the IR-SIP Project Manager to notify the AA Program Manager. The AA
Program Manager, with the assistance of the change agent P. Stone and the IR-SIP
Project Manager, to manage risks transferred to the SE Program level.
The IR-SIP Program manager shall report progress summaries on Top N IR-SIP risks to
the AA Program Manager on a monthly basis. The AA Program Manager is responsible
for authorizing additional expenditures if requested by the IR-SIP Project Manager and
transferring assignments of risks to the IR-SIP Project.
AA Program
Manager:
Stu Goldman
Project _= i Decisions,
Top N assignment of
risks _r risks
Project Manager:
Jerry Johnstone
Meeting
Monthly and
major milestone
AA Program
Manager reviews
Purpose
IR-SIP, CAM-SIP, SPEC-SIP, AA Spacecraft Project
Managers, their Systems Engineers, AA Program Systems
Engineer, and Safety & Environment Mission Assurance
Manager meet with AA Program Manager to review
program status and issues.
Risk-specific information from each project
• new Top 20% risks, any risks that impact the program
• status of safety risks
• status of all Top 20% risks
Status for program risks are reported by the program
manager.
Decisions and actions include
= decisions/resolutions for risks that are not being
successfully managed
• approval for mitigation plans and resources that exceed
normal project limits
Method or Tool
Stoplight Charts
Risk Information
Sheets
Cost-Benefit
Analysis
Safety
risk/hazard
information
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3.4 Contractor Responsibilities
Software Contractor reports to the Software Project Manager. Since the original
contract did not call for risk management, risk management performed by the contractor
and reported to the Software Project Manager is voluntary. Contractual modifications to
install risk management as a part of the contract would result in an update to this part of
the Risk Management Plan.
Section 4. Practice Details
This section provides the details about the practice needed to enable project personnel
to carry out the risk management activities.
4.1 Establishing Baselines and Reestablishing Baselines
A baseline set of risks was established before this plan was written. That baseline shall
be updated or re-established periodically at major project milestones. Risk baseline re-
establishment is conducted using the following process.
Step Action
1 IR-SIP project manager identifies a cross section of project personnel. All levels and
disciplines should be represented in this group.
2 Group uses the TBQ Interview method to generate risks in a two-hour session.
3 Group evaluates risks using the Tri-Level Attribute Evaluation method.
4 Group classifies according to source in the Risk Taxonomy.
5 Project Managers and Functional Area Managers prioritize to identify the Top N risks or sets of
risks.
6 Project Managers and Functional Area Managers compare Top N risks from this effort to
existing Top N risks. Expand project Top 20% risks list to include the rebaselining Top N.
7 Project Managers and Functional Area Managers reprioritize new Top N.
8 Assign new Top N risks to personnel to begin building action plans.
9 Add all other rebaseline risks to the database and determine which ones will need to be
transferred, delegated, watched, accepted, or researched.
10 PM distributes rebaseline set of risks listing to the project and asks for additional information
from anyone in the project who might know more than what is documented.
4.2 Identifying Risks
All personnel are responsible for identifying new risks. The database can be accessed
by anyone at any time to identify new risks. The Short TBQ and project data shall be
reviewed twice per month by all project personnel to help identify new risks. Project
metrics (as defined by the Goal/Question/Metric method) will be reviewed whenever
any predefined thresholds or triggers are reached that would indicate a potential
problem (i.e., a risk). Risk statements shall be written according to the format,
"condition; consequence." All relevant information shall be captured as context. The
risk database shall automatically assign a risk identifier and tag the identifier's name
onto the report. The Risk Information Sheet shall be used as the input form for risk
information.
Any new risks identified during any project-related meeting shall be added to the
database within two working days of the meeting. It is the responsibility of the meeting
leader to make sure that this is accomplished.
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[Note to students: The actual procedure steps for accomplishing this task would go here
- equivalent to the procedure steps listed for re-establishing a baseline.]
4.3 Analyzing Risks
Risk attributes of probability, impact, and timeframe shall be estimated by the identifier
of the risk and entered at the same time the risk is identified. If the identifier does not
know the value of the estimates, it can be skipped during database entry. The team
mangers shall be responsible for reviewing and correcting attribute values for new risks
on a weekly basis.
The Tri-Level Attribute Evaluation method shall be used for evaluating attributes.
Classification shall be done using risk source according to the Risk Taxonomy.
Prioritization shall be accomplished noting that only the Top N risks shall receive
mitigation resources. Determination of the number of Top 20% risks to maintain shall be
made by the PM and FAMs for the project and the functional area.
[Note to students: The actual procedure steps for accomplishing this task would go here
- equivalent to the procedure steps listed for re-establishing a baseline.]
4.4 Planning Risks
All Top 20% risks shall be assigned to someone within the project for responsibility.
Accomplishment of actions contributing to the mitigation of the risk may be assigned.
Responsibility for a risk means that the responsible person must answer for the status
and mitigation of the risk.
Assign responsibility: As newly identified risks are brought to a manager's immediate
attention through weekly database reports, the manager shall determine whether or not
to keep the risk, delegate responsibility, or transfer responsibility up the project
organization. If transferred, the transferee must make a similar decision. The project
manager, if necessary, can transfer a risk to the AA Program Manager.
When you are assigned or keep responsibility for a risk: Decide if the risk requires
further research (then create a research plan); accept the risk (document acceptance
rationale in the database and close the risk), watch (define tracking requirements,
document in the database, and assign watch action), or mitigate (create a mitigation
plan, assign actions, and monitor the plan and the risk). See Appendix A for standard
plan templates. Note that only Top N risks shall be mitigated.
Mitigation plans shall be either an action item list or follow the standard template for IR-
SIP task plans. Task plans shall be written for any mitigation effort that requires
reallocation of project resources. The project manager shall determine when to use a
task plan format.
[Note to students: The actual procedure steps for accomplishing this task would go here
- equivalent to the procedure steps listed for re-establishing a baseline.]
4.5 Tracking and Control of Risks
The person responsible for a risk shall provide routine status reports to the Functional
Area Managers and PM during weekly Functional Area meetings and the weekly and
monthly project meetings. The status for each Top 20% risk shall be reported each
week in their respective meetings. Status on all watch lists shall also be reported during
the monthly meetings. The Risk Spreadsheet shall be used to report summary status
information for risks. The Stoplight Status Report shall be used by the PM to report
progress to the AA Program Manager at the program monthly reviews.
[Note to students: The actual procedure steps for accomplishing this task would go here
- equivalent to the procedure steps listed for re-establishing a baseline]
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4. 6 Summary of Methods and Tools
Method or Tool [Guidebook Chapter]
Risk Information Sheet
Problem-Solving Planning
Periodic review of project data and the Short
TBQ
Goal/QuestionlMetric for project metrics
Action Item Lists
Spreadsheet Risk Tracking
Taxonomy Classification
Tri-Level Attribute Evaluation
Multivoting
Continuous Risk Management
Use:
Used by everyone to document new risks and to add
information as risks are managed.
Used for developing mitigation plans for complex risks.
Used for routine or frequent identification of risks. The
short TBQ provides a memory jogger for possible
sources of risks and the project data is reviewed with
that list in mind.
Use project metrics to help identify and track risks.
Used for developing a list of relatively simple mitigation
actions.
Used technical leads to succinctly report current status
information about their teams' risks.
Used when risks are identified as a structure tor
grouping related risks. Technical leads use this to help
eliminate duplicate risks and combine related mitigation
plans.
Used when risks are identified to evaluate probability,
impact, and timeframe. Also helps level the risks into
those that might be important enough to be considered
Top 20% risks (filters out the less important risks).
Safety risks are evaluated according to the Safety
Handbook.
Used by technical leads and project manager to isolate
the Top 20% risks, which will get mitigation resources.
Section 5. Resources and Schedule of Risk Management Milestones
Resources for the management of risks are broken into two categories:
• overhead costs associated with the risk management process: 00.05% of the project
budget
• mitigation plan costs: resources associated with mitigation plans, specifically those
with task plans
Budget allocation for mitigation plan development and execution is initially set at 1% of
the project budget, with equal portions of that distributed to each functional area. Each
Functional Area Manager is responsible for managing their mitigation budget. Any
requirements for additional mitigation resources must be made to the Project Manager.
Milestones
• Weekly project and functional area meetings shall include statusing of risks.
• Monthly project meetings shall include statusing of risks.
• Top 20% risk status shall be summarized and reported to the AA Program Manager
on a monthly basis.
• The baseline set of risks shall be re-established on a project milestone basis.
Section 6. Documentation of Risk Information
All risk information shall be documented in the risk database. The risk database is
accessible by all project personnel for the purpose of identifying new risks. Once a risk
has been assigned to someone, then only that person shall have the authority to
update the risk information. The Risk Information Sheet for any risk can be printed by
whomever is assigned to the risk. Spreadsheets and Stoplight Status Reports can only
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be printed by the Program Manager, Functional Area Managers or their designated
assistants.
The responsible person must document lessons learned before closing the risk. Those
lessons learned must be reviewed and approved by whoever is assigned closing
authority for the risk before the risk can be officially closed within the database.
The IR-SIP database is being provided at no cost by the SR & QA office. Assistance in
maintaining and modifying the database is also being provided at no cost, provided it
does not exceed two hours per week. Any additional needs must be negotiated
between the IR-SIP PM and the SR & QA director.
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Exercise -
Sample Implementation Plan
IR-SIP's Implementation Plan can serve as DID, with
example text, for your project to use.
Take 5 Minutes to read the IR-SIP Implementation
Plan, then we will walk through it.
NASASATC ,9-19 Rev2,1/99
http:l/arioch.gsfc.nasa.g0v/302/Risk/RMPage.htm
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Case Study
Implementation Plan
for Installing
Risk Management Practice in IR-SlP 1
Baseline Date: 9110/95
Last Modified: 2/1/96
Owner: J. Johnstone/IR-SIP Project Manager
Co-owners: R. Douglas/Manager SR & QA Office
Purpose: This plan documents how the practice of risk management will be designed
and installed into the IR-SIP project. It does not specify what IR-SIP's actual risk
management practice is, only the process for putting it in place.
Section 1. Sponsorship
Sponsorship for this effort is being supplied by Jerry Johnstone, as project manager for
IR-SIP; Stu Goldman, as program manager for the AA Program; and R. Douglas,
manager of the SR & QA office of this organization. Expansion of risk management
into the rest of the AA Program is dependent upon the success of the IR-SIP
implementation.
1.1 Sponsorship Roles and Responsibilities
The sponsors shall provide continual, visible support for this effort at all levels of the
organization. This shall include the following:
• Goldman's report of status at the quarterly site Management Review
• All three sponsors' written endorsement and encouragement of this effort to all IR-
SIP project personnel
• All three sponsors' attendance at first kick-off meeting with IR-SIP personnel and
periodic attendance at IR-SIP Monthly meetings
• Monthly status meetings held with all three sponsors and change agent P. Stone.
• All sponsors shall allocate budget to this effort as specified in Section 4.
• Any further supportive announcements or activities as recommended by P. Stone.
1.2 Reporting Requirements
The IR-SIP Project Manager shall make monthly progress reports on the
success/difficulties of implementing risk management (see Section 6, Risks and
Mitigation Strategies for this Implementation Effort). Requests for assistance from SR &
QA in the form of training, process definition and improvement, etc. should be made on
an as-needed basis. Status reports shall include evaluation of progress measures of
the implementation effort as well as a summary listing of all risks in the project. Use of
the center-standard risk database is required. Roll-up of all project risk data into the
center database is required on a quarterly basis.
1 Note: Another name for an implementation plan is transition plan.
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1.3 Sponsorship changes
In the event of personnel changes in the sponsors, this implementation plan must be re-
evaluated and reapproved. Summary reports of progress to date may be required from
the project manager.
Section 2. Roles and Responsibilities [updated 9/20/95]
This section identifies the roles and associated responsibilities for this transition effort.
Note that one person may fulfill multiple roles. Sponsors were identified in the previous
section.
2.1 Infrastructure Roles to be Filled
These roles need to be filled in order to support the transition of risk management into
the IR-SIP Project. The same personnel may be required to continue these roles if risk
management is later rolled out to other parts of the AA Program.
• Champion: Someone from within the project, preferably from the managerial level, to
provide motivation and leadership. This person will be responsible for encouraging
and reinforcing the proper management of risks and open communication of risks as
part of his/her routine activities, and assisting in the periodic evaluation of this
transition effort.
• Assigned to: R.C. Everette
• Change agent: Expected to be provided from the local software working group
representatives (must be from outside the project/program). This person will be
responsible for coaching project personnel in the accomplishment of risk
management activities. Estimated time requirements are 10 hours per week, on
average. Will also train project personnel in the tailored risk management practice
and assist the champion and program manager in locating tool training (as needed).
This person should have training and leadership skills.
• Assigned to: P. Stone (SWG member)
Facilitation team: Require two from outside the project and two from inside the
project. Facilitation skills are needed or training must be provided. At least two
members of this team should be experienced facilitators. Facilitators will be called
upon to help the project whenever facilitation is required to handle issues or carry
out specific methods or procedures that require a facilitator. This team will also
assist in the establishment of the risk baseline. Estimated time commitment:
Baseline establishment - two person weeks each; routine assistance - one
hour/week each (on average) but expect a higher peak in early phases.
• Assigned to: P. Stone, J. Douglas/SWG; Blue/software engineer, L. Jason
(quality assurance). All four of these individuals are already trained facilitators
and have committed their time and effort. Everette and M. Jones have agreed
to allow the IR-SIP project individuals to fulfill these roles. Stone's and
Douglas' managers have also committed to supporting this effort.
2.2 Project Personnel roles
These are the roles and responsibilities of the IR-SIP project personnel.
• Take risk management training: When training in tailored risk management practice
for IR-SIP is made available, all project personnel are expected to take the training.
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Schedule allowances will be made by the project manager to accommodate near-
term deadlines.
• Conduct risk management activities: Project personnel are expected to carry out the
risk management activities that are defined in the IR-SIP Risk Management Plan
once it has been generated.
• Facilitation team members (see Section 2.1): Two project personnel will be assigned
to this team. Work allocations will be adjusted by management to accommodate
duties.
• The initial entry of baseline risk information into the database shall be performed by
G. Whitley under guidance of a SR & QA representative and the change agent, P.
Stone.
• It is expected that all project personnel will participate in the performance of risk
management activities. Data entry for the database shall be carried out by anyone
identifying a new risk or whoever is responsible for the risk.
• Stone will serve as a general source of risk management expertise during this
period. The facilitation team members will continue to provide facilitation on an as-
needed basis.
Section 3. Schedule of Activities [updated 211196]
Build
Infrastructure
Train Infrastructure
Establish Baseline
Tailor RM to IR-
SIP
Install Support
Tools
Train Project
Personnel in RM
Basic RM Practice
Installation
Improvement
Cycle
Evaluate for AA
| (_{_tr • • I/%L" I "_ It%L" I I/%f _ I/%f
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3.1 Detailed Transition Schedule Milestones
The initial milestones for developing a risk management plan are
• Document draft IR-SIP risk management plan (the tailored
11/15/95
• Final IR-SIP risk management plan: 11/20/95
[added 11/16/95]
practice for IR-SIP):
3.1.1 Basic Risk Management Practice Phase
The basic risk management practice to be installed first includes the following:
• all risk management activities at all levels of the IR-SIP project organization
• database installed, tested, and all forms and templates to support the methods and
tools incorporated
The methods and tools to be used include everything but the mitigation status report
and stoplight status report, which shall be held for later.
• Although risks can be transferred to the AA Program Manager, there is no implied
responsibility on the part of the AA Program Manager to provide data for the
database. The IR-SIP PM shall assign the task of entering any risk data from the AA
Program Manager.
The detailed milestones for installing the basic practice are as follows:
• Prototype risk database from SR & QA is installed and tested: G. Whitley: 11118/95.
• Tailored risk management training is developed by P. Stone and facilitation team:
11130195.
• All project personnel are trained on risk database and tailored risk management
process: 12/15/95.
• All top baseline risk areas have completed mitigation plans; plans are in place and in
progress: 12/4/95.
• Individual access to database for risk identification is available and is being used:
12/1/95.
• Weekly status meetings include risk as discussion topic using spreadsheet:
12118/95.
• All risk information is being maintained in the risk database and risk information
sheets are used as individual risk reports: 12120195.
• New risks are being prioritized and action plans are being built: 12130195.
• Progress Evaluation Points: 11/20195, 12/20/95
3.1.2 Improvement Phase
The following will be implemented during the improvement cycle.
• Monthly status meetings are using Stoplight Status Reports to indicate Top N risk
status from IR-SIP PM to AA PM.
• Mitigation Status Report is used for one of the top risks (provided its use is justified)
by 3/1/96.
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• Response time of database is improved by purchase of latest set of fixes from
vendor. Need site license. Expected by 3/20/96.
• Ability exists when printing risk spreadsheets to filter out risks not assigned to
anyone in a specific work group.
• New trending report is added to show average time required to close a Top N risk;
average time Top N risk spends on watch list before final closing; average time to
build mitigation plan; distribution of risks to responsible person (3/10/96).
• AA viable procedure is tested for calculating actual mitigation costs against potential
loss due to the risk (4/15/96).
Progress evaluation points: 1/20/96, 2/20/96, 3/20/96, 4/20/96, 5/1/96.
Based on evaluation, Stone and Johnstone present findings to other sponsors on
4/30/96. Decision on whether or not to use risk management on the rest of the AA
Program will be made at that point.
Section 4. Allocated Budget and other Required Resources [updated 211196]
Funding is provided at the following levels:
• SR & QA: $10,000 for tools and training, additional $3,000 for database
upgrade and site license
• AA Program: 0.5% of the program budget for FY96
• IR-SIP: 1% of the project budget
Section 5. Evaluation Measures and Completion Criteria [updated 211196]
This risk management transition effort will be considered a success if the following
outcomes have been met:
1. An effective risk management practice is in place in the IR-SIP Project (document
any major problems averted through management of risk in lessons learned part of
risk database - collect for evaluation points as part of judging effectiveness of
practice).
2. AA Program management agrees to transition risk management to the rest of the
AA Program.
Measures to be used to evaluate the first outcome are
• the number and severity of problems discovered late in the development lifecycle
has decrease by at least 80%
• 80% of project personnel and all managers find risk management has improved their
ability to manage their tasks and make the right decisions
• majority of project personnel do not find the practice to be unduly burdensome or
inefficient
• the estimated savings due to problems that were avoided is approximately
equivalent to the resources invested in risk management by the IR-SIP project.
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Section 6. Risks and Mitigation Strategies for this Implementation Effort [updated
11/1/95]
The following are the risks that the sponsors recognize as associated with this effort.
Contingency or mitigation actions are also described.
1. Too resource intensive: Resources used to perform risk management will be
estimated and tracked. If resource usage exceeds 5% of personnel time on average
with no visible benefit (in terms of significant problems avoided or reduced) by the
first evaluation point, then the sponsors will revisit their decision to use risk
management on this project.
2. Ineffective basic risk management practice: If the tailored risk management practice
designed for the project proves to need improvements or changes to more than 50%
of it after two months of use, then the sponsors will revisit their decision and
determine if a second attempt at tailoring the process is needed or if it is now too
late to complete this effort with IR-SIP project.
3. Unmotivated project personnel: The project personnel may find this too burdensome
and not see the long-term benefits. Mitigation: Will brief the entire project early on to
introduce the concept of risk management and demonstrate the sponsorship this
effort has. Adjust project schedule, if needed, to allow for start-up time. Need to
make sure people do not think more work is being piled on with no extra time to
accomplish this. Sponsors/project manager need to stay alert to this issue.
4. SR & QA database may not be useful. If it is not, the implementation schedule in
this plan will slip by at least three weeks while we build an appropriate risk
database. Testing on the SR & QA database will begin as soon as possible, using
their equipment while waiting for the database to be installed on IR-SIP's
equipment. This should provide an answer on the database's effectiveness a week
sooner.
Section 7. Establish Risk Baseline Method [updated 9127/95]
P. Stone has already been trained in conducting the Software Engineering Institute's
method for establishing a baseline set of risks and has trained the other members of IR-
SIP's facilitation team. The methods to be used include the following, taken from the
Software Engineering Institute's Continuous Risk Management Guidebook:
• SEI Risk taxonomy-based interviews to be conducted with peer groups selected by
Stone and Johnstone
• Tri-level attribute evaluation
• Classification by source using the taxonomy
• Prioritization using multivoting
• Planning the top three or four risk areas using problem-solving planning
The Facilitation team will be led by Stone and will turn over all results to Johnstone,
who will also report a summary of the results jointly with Stone to Goldman and R.
Douglas (the other sponsors).
Lessons learned from this baselining process will be used during the tailoring step to
help tailor a more suitable process for these types of projects. Lessons learned will be
documented by Stone and will be supplied to the sponsors.
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Third -
Establish a Risk Baseline
Purpose:
• generate a critical mass of project risks (motivation
to manage risks)
• begin the practice of Continuous Risk Management
Description: A risk baseline should have
• a list of risks (statements and contexts)
• risk probability, impact, and timeframe
• sets of related risks
• prioritized risks based on project importance
• plan of action for Top N risks/sets of risks
R-?I Rev2, 1/99
You also need ...
Training and Project Familiarization
Purpose:
• ensure that members have information necessary
to support the project roles
• provide skills to use & implement the chosen tools
• equip the team members with needed skills to
establish a risk baseline
• implement regular reviews of project risks
• establish a common vision of CRM
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Act to -
Install Basic Practice
Purpose:
• install a basic set of activities that
addresses all phases of the risk management
paradigm
° start simple and add complexity later
Description:
• involves establishing the basic set of risk
management activities as defined in the
implementation plan
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Act to -
Improve CRM
Purpose:
• improve the basic Continuous Risk Management
practice implemented during the Install phase
Description: involves adding improvements
• better match routine project management
practice
• increase efficiency of risk management activities
• increase the forward-looking viewpoint
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Hints and Tips
• Start simple; learn to "think risk."
• Never throw out or ignore any risk information;
scan it once in a while.
• Always ask for feedback on how things are going
and what works.
• Use outside facilitators until you're comfortable
with the processes.
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Roadmap
who: made and owned
outside project by sponsor
(normal case)
who: owned and implemented inside project
(normal case)
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Summary -1
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Summary -2
IR-SlP's Risk Management Plan describes how IR-SlP
will perform it's tailored risk management process,
methods, and tools
• introduction
• practice overview
• project organization, roles, and responsibilities
• practice details
• risk management resources and milestones
• risk information documentation
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Summary -3
Adapt risk management to your project.
Document your practice and rationale.
You will change and improve your risk
management practice as you gain experience
and learn from others' experiences.
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Summary - Life-Cycle of a Risk
Eventually risks go away
• probability or impact goes to zero
• risk becomes a problem
Documenting the life cycle of risks
• helps you learn what worked and didn't work
• should help you avoid similar difficulties
• provides the opportunity to help other
projects learn from your experience
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Watch Out for...
Barriers - 1
Resistance Answer
I don't have the time. There's too If you don't take the time now, you'll take
much regular project work to do. more time later to fix problems you could
have prevented.
It's not rewarded. Nobody wants Sponsors and management must be
to hear about what we can't do. prepared to reward behavior they want to
see.
It's a bureaucratic nightmare. The It's most successful when it's tailored to
processes are too complicated and the project management processes.
time consuming. Start simple and improve with time.
I don't want to look stupid, especially Sponsors and managers should educate
in front of upper managemenL the project about what is expected.
We already know our risks. We did an Has anything changed since you
assessment at the beginning of the identified those risks? If so, then the dsks
projecL Once is enough! are not the same.
_-_1 Rev2. 1/99NASA SATC
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Watch Out for...
Barriers - 2
Resistance
This is just another management
initiative, rll wait to see if they're
serious before I put any effort into
it. Why waste time and energy?
They shoot the messenger. If I had a
solution I wouldn't need to bring it
up in the first place.
Identifying dsks means you need to
solve them. We already have
enough to do.
Answer
It's a valid question, but, if no one else
improves, is that a valid reason for you
not to improve? Don't you want to be
better than your competition?
Sponsors and managers must
encourage a risk-aware culture. Work
with project personnel to identify
potential solutions and choose one.
Reward risk identification.
Again, if you don't take the time now,
you'll take more time later to fix the
problems you could have prevented.
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Course Summary
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Overview
Course objectives
Definition of Risk
Risk and Project Management
Continuous Risk Management
Risk Management Planning
Risk Management Implementation
Guidebook
10-2NASA SATC Rev2, 1._1
Course Objectives
Understand the concepts and principles of
Continuous Risk Management and how to apply
them
Develop basic risk management skills for each
function of Continuous Risk Management
Be able to use key methods and tools
Be able to tailor Continuous Risk Management
to a project
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Definitions of Risk
Risk always involves the
likelihood that an
undesired event will occur.
Risk should consider the
severity of consequence of
the event should it occur
Qualitative or
Quantitative
Qualitative or
Quantitative
Risk = Likelihood * Severity
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Risk Management &
Project Mana,qement
Project
ement
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1 -Identify
Purpose:
• search for and locate risks before they become
problems
Description:
• the process of transforming uncertainties and
issues about a project into distinct (tangible)
risks that can be described and measured
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Risk Statement & Context
ICondition; I-_Consequence( ]Risk Statem nt
A good risk statement
• contains one condition
• contains at least one consequence
• is clear and concise
Good context
• provides additional information not in the risk
statement
• ensures that the original intent of the risk can
be understood by other personnel,
particularly after time has passed
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2 - Analyze
Purpose:
• convert risk data into evaluation information
Description:
• the process of examining the risks in detail to
determine the extent of the risks, how they
relate to each other, and which ones are the
most important
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Analysis Activities
Evaluate:
•impact (I)
•probability (P)
•timeframe (-r)
Risk P T
Risk a IV M F
Risk b IV L N
Risk c L H N
c,assi_:
•identify duplicates
•consolidate risks to sets
Consolidate
risks
Prioritize:
• identify Pareto top N
•rank top N
Risk I i p T
i Sort by evaluation _1,
Risk setA H M F results Risk li P r
Risk n H H N
Risk b M L N z
o. :Risks H M N
Riskc L E Ni o Risk setA H M F
j... :-
Rank order
the Pareto
topN
Top N
1,
2.
3.
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3- Plan
Purpose:
• translate risk information into planning
decisions and mitigating actions (both present
and future), and implement those actions
Description:
• the process of deciding what, if anything,
should be done about a risk or set of related
risks
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Action Plan Approaches
I Action plans _h
Research Accept] Watch Mitilate
, , ,
Key
Formal DocumentedPlan
r_ en_ic term for the results (actionplan type) Ofan approach to
planning that does not require a
formal documented plan
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4- Track
Purpose:
• monitor risk indicators and mitigation actions
Description:
• the process in which risk status data are
acquired, compiled, and reported
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Risk Metrics
• Measure attributes of a risk
-impact, probability, and timeframe
-other risk-specific attributes
•Assess the impact or success of a mitigation plan
•Are chosen during planning
•Provide meaningful information to enable more
informed control decisions _ _"
Triggers _ _J
-provide early warning of an impending critical event
-indicate the need to implement a contingency plan
to preempt a problem
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5 - Control
Purpose:
• make management decisions based on
current information.
Description:
• the process that takes the tracking status
reports for the project risks and decides what
to do about risks based on the reported data
NASA SXTC 10-15 Rev2. 1199
Control Activities
Evaluate - use tracking data to examine project
risks for trends, deviations, anomalies, and
identifying new risks.
Decide - use tracking data to determine how to
proceed with project risks
- close
- continue tracking and executing the
current plan
- replan
- invoke a contingency plan
Execute - implement control decisions
NASA SATC 10-16 Rev2. 1/99
6- Communicate & Document
Purpose:
• provide information and feedback to the
project on the risk activities, current risks,
and emerging risks
Description:
• a process in which risk information is
conveyed between all levels of a project team
NASA SATC 10-17 Rev2. 1/99
Risk Management Planning- 1
NASA SATC 10-18 Rev2. 1/99
Risk Management Planning - 2
A Risk Management Plan describes how the
project will perform it's tailored risk
management process, methods, and tools
• introduction
• practice overview
• project organization, roles, and
responsibilities
• practice details
• risk management resources and milestones
• risk information documentation
NASASATC 10-19 Rev2, 1_9
Risk Management Implementation
•Start as early as possible in the Project's life.
•Sponsorship and change agents are importanL
•A risk baseline gives the process a place to
start.
•Resources and Planning are needed to get
going.
•An implementation plan shows the steps to get
Risk Management up and running.
NASASATC 10-20 Rev 2, 1_
Final questions?
NASA SATC 10-21 Rev2, 1/99
Course Feedback
Thank you for attending!
Please fill out the evaluation forms.
/ o O
\
NASA SATC 10-22 Rev2, 1R9

ContinuousRisk Management
Translation Guide
Description: The following tables provide a crossreference between terminology in the
Continuous Risk Management Guidebook and the proposed risk management section
4.3 of NHB 7120.5 Management of Major System Programs and Projects Handbook.
Topic
Definition of
Risk
Risk
Management
NHB 7120.5 (proposed)
A qualitative or quantitative probability that
a program/project will experience
undesired consequences such as failure
to achieve a needed technological
breakthrough, cost overrun, schedule
slippage, or safety mishaps.
Primary risk drivers are undesirable
events whose probability is more likely
than "remote" and whose consequences
could pose a significant threat to mission
success.
Primary risk drivers typically fall into the
following categories:
• performance requirements and
mission objectives
• technology readiness
• safety, reliability, maintainability,
quality assurance, environmental
protection
• cost and schedule
Risk management covers the
identification, assessment, mitigation, and
disposition of risks at each stage of the life
cycle.
In particular, risk management begins with
an identification of the general risk issues
and concerns, based on program
objectives and constraints. From these
considerations, a plan is developed;
followed by an assessment of specific
risks.
CRM Guidebook
The possibilityof suffering loss. In a
development project, the loss describes
the impact to the project, which could be
in the form of diminished quality of the end
product, increased costs, delayed
completion, or failure.
A statement of risk describes:
• condition: the key circumstances,
situations, etc., causing concern;
doubt, anxiety, or uncertainty
• consequence: the key, possible
negative outcome(s) of the current
conditions
The Risk Management Paradigm
illustrates a set of functions that are
identified as continuous activities
throughout the life of a project.
AI-1
ContinuousRiskManagement
Topic
Identifying,
Assessing,
and
Mitigating
Risks
Tracking and
Controlling
Risks
NHB 7120.5 (proposed)
Risk assessment
• identify primary risk drivers
• estimate probability of occurrence
• determine primary consequences
given occurrence
• assess cost and schedule impacts
• mitigate technical, schedule, and cost
risks
A risk driver will be considered
"controlled" or "retired" when any of the
following conditions are satisfied:
• risk mitigation options that reduce the
probability of occurrence to "remote"
have been planned and will be
implemented
• all reasonable mitigation options
(within cost, schedule, and technical
constraints) have been instituted, and
CRM Guidebook
Identify:
• capture statement of risk
• capture context of risk
Analyze:
• evaluate attributes (impact,
probability, timeframe) of risks
[qualitative or quantitative]
• classify risks
• prioritize (rank) risks
Plan
• assign responsibility (keep, delegate,
transfer)
• determine approach (research,
accept, mitigate, watch)
• define scope and actions
Track
• acquire tracking data
• compile tracking data
• report tracking data
Control
• analyze status reports
• decide how to proceed
• execute decisions
Considerations for closing a risk include
all risk drivers determined to be more
likely than =remote" have been judged
by the appropriate PMC to be
=accepted"
reserve funds are available so that,
should the risk actually occur,
resources would be available to
recover from cost, schedule, and
technical impact
• when the probability, impact, or risk
exposure are either near zero or
below an acceptable threshold as
defined in the mitigation goal. The risk
is considered to have been
successfully mitigated.
• when conditions have changed such
that the risk is no longer relevant to
the project
• when a risk becomes a problem and
must be tracked as such
A1-2
ContinuousRisk Management
Topic
Risk
Management
Plan
Risk
Information
NHB 7120.5 (proposed)
This plan guides the future risk disposition
activity. This plan should include
• risk management responsibilities,
resources, schedules, and milestones
• methodologies, processes, and tools
to be used for risk identification, risk
analysis, assessment, and mitigation
• cdteria for categorizing or ranking
risks according to the probabilityand
consequences; e.g., risk matrix
• role of risk management with respect
to decision-making, formal reviews,
and status reporting
• documentation requirements for risk
management products and actions
For each primary risk driver, the
program/project should be prepared to
present the following information
• description of risk driver including
primary causes and contributors to
the risk
• estimate of the probability (qualitative
or quantitative) of occurrence,
together with the uncertainty of the
estimate
• primary consequences should the
undesirable event occur
• significant cost impacts given its
occurrence
• significant schedule impacts given its
occurrence
• potential mitigation measures
• implemented mitigation measures, if
any
• characterization of the risk driver as
"acceptable" or "unacceptable" with
rationale
CRM Guidebook
This plan describes the risk management
practice (processes, methods, and tools)
to be used for a specific project. Contents
include
• introductionto plan and why it exists
• overview of processes and how they
relate to project management
• the project's involvement in carrying
out risk management
• details of each major activity and how
it's to be used
• schedule, milestones, and resources
required
• how risk management information is
documented, retained, controlled, and
used
Risk Information Sheet: used to document
information about a risk
• unique identifier for risk
• date risk was identified
• statement of risk
• context (associated information) that
clarifies the risk
• organization or person who identified
the risk
• priority ranking of the risk
• likelihood of occurrence
• degree of impact
• timeframe in which the risk will occur
or action is needed
• classification of the risk
• who is responsible for mitigating the
risk
• the selected strategy for mitigating the
risk
• a contingency plan, if one exists, and
the event or time that triggers it
• running status that provides a history
of what is being done for the risk and
changes to the risk
• approval for mitigation strategies or
closure
• date when the risk was closed
• rationale for closure of the risk
A1-3

Continuous Risk Management
Software Risk Checklist
The following is a software risk checklist. It is organized by development phases of a
project, with emphasis on the software portion of the overall project lifecycle. Listed
here are some, not an exhaustive list, of the generic risks that should be considered
when any project contains software. This checklist contains practical questions that
were gathered by experienced NASA engineers and is not a part of the SE! course or
guidebook. The SEI has their own taxonomy-based questionnaire that should be
considered during any risk assessment (SEI Continuous Risk Management Guidebook
chapters A-32 to A-34, pg. 471-509).
The project manager, software manager, system engineer/manager, any software
technical leads, and the software engineers, as a minimum, should review, fill out, and
discuss the results of this checklist. Taking into account all the different perspectives
and adding risks specific to a project, the review team should then meet to create an
agreed-upon set of risks and start planning how they will be addressed. This checklist
is only an aid to start the managers and engineers thinking and planning how to realize,
avoid, mitigate and accept the risks inherent in any software project. The first step to
controlling a project is understanding where it may go out of control and plan to avoid it
as much as is possible. As this risk checklist covers many lifecycle stages, it is
suggested that this checklist initially be used during systems requirements to establish
a baseline risk assessment. At that time, the entire risk checklist should be gone
through and an initial risk assessment should be generated. These risks can then be
documented in a risk database and/or a risk mitigation plan. Once this initial baseline
risk assessment has been created, the project should revisit the risk checklist during
each subsequent lifecycle stage in order to see if new risks have been discovered or if
issues not previously understood to be a risk now need to be elevated to a risk. If the
project is using rapid prototyping, the spiral lifecycle, or some other iterative lifecycle,
then period at which the list will be revisited should be established at the beginning of
the project and followed throughout. The software management plan or software risk
management plan would be the appropriate place to document the entire risk approach,
schedule and process.
The checklist is laid out with the generic risks listed followed by a column to indicate if
this is a risk for a particular project. Yes, this is a risk; No, not a risk for this project at
this time; Partially a problem as stated, further clarification should be added. The last
column is to indicate if this risk should be accepted or needs to be worked, i.e. the risk
needs to be researched, mitigated, or watched. (See the SEI Continuous Risk
Management Guidebook page 63.)
Remember, this checklist is not an exhaustive list of all possible generic risks. It is
meant to generate ideas and is not meant to be a complete list of all potential risks that
could be considered. The user should consider the checklist, along with the Taxonomy
Based Questionnaire provided in the SEI Continuous Risk Management Guidebook
(Chapters A-32 to A-34, pages 471-509), as a basis for starting to examine possible
risks on a project. The risk checklist should be added to, and tailored, to fit a
project/program's needs. Sometimes the wording on the questions contained in the
checklist are open-ended in order to get the project team to think beyond what is
written.
Also remember, not all risks are technical. Development environment, schedule,
resources, etc. all have risks that need to be considered.
A2-1
Continuous Risk Management
System Requirements Phase
Are system-level reqmrements documented?
To what level?
Are they clear, unambiguous, verifiable ?
Is there a project-wine method for dealing w_th tuture reqmrements
changes?
Have sottware reqmrements been clearly delmeated/allocated'!
Have these system-level sottware reqmrements been rewewed,
inspected with system engineers, hardware engineers, and the users to
insure clarity and completeness?
Have tirmware and sottware been ditterenUated; who is m charge of
what and is there good coordination if H/W is doing "F/W"?
Are the ettects on command latency and its ramiticatmns on
controllability known?
Is an _mpact analys_s conducted tor all changes to baseline
requirements?
RlbK
Yes/No
/Partial
AL 1 lUll.
Accept/
Work
A2-2
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Software Planning Phase
Is there clarity ot desired end product'?
Do the customer & builders (system and soft'ware) agree on what is to
be built and what software's role is?
Are system-level reqmrements on sottware documented'? Are they
complete/sufficient and clearly understood?
Are all intertace requirements known & understood'?
Are roles and responsibilities t0r system & soRware clearly defined
and followed and sufficient?
Have the end user/operator reqmrements been represented in the
concept phase such that their requirements are flowed into the software
requirements?
Has all needed equipment, including spares, been laid out'? and
ordered?
Is there sufficient lead time to get needed equipment?
Is there a contingency plan for not getting all equipment?
Is there a contingency plan for not getting all equipment when
needed?
Is the needed level ot technical expertise known'?
Is the level ot expertlse t0r soRware language, litecycle, development
methodology (Formal Methods, Object Oriented, etc.), equipment
(new technology), etc. available:
within NASA?
from contractors?
Will expertise be available as the schedule demands?
Is there more than one person with a particular
expertise/knowledge (i.e. is too much expertise held by only
one team member? What if they quit, or get sick?)
Trainmg:
Is there enough trained personnel?
Is there enough time to train all personnel?
on the project itself?.
on equipment/software development environment, etc.?
Will there be time and resources to train additional personnel as
needed?
Budget:
Is the budget sufficient for: equipment?
needed personnel?
training?
travel?
etc.
RISK ACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Planning Phase (cont.)
Schedule:
Is the schedule reasonable considering needed personnel,
training, and equipment?
Does the system-level schedule accommodate software
lifecycle?
Can needed equipment be made available in time?
Has all the slack/contingency time on the critical path been used up?
Axe software metrics kept and reported regularly? Weekly? Monthly?
Axe devlatlons to the development plan being tracked? Trended?
Are the trends reported in a manner to allow timely and appropriate
software and project management decisions?
Will new development techmques be used'!
Will a new or dttlerent development enwronment be used'!
Is this a new technology'!
W]II simulators need to be designed and built?
Is there time and resources allocated for this?
Is there a schedule that covers development ot both ground and flight
software?
Is it reasonable, does it match reality?
Is it being followed?
Are changes tracked and the reasons for the changes well
understood?
Do the schedules/or ground and thght software match wlth what is
needed for test and delivery?
AXe there separate schedules/or flight and ground?
Are different people in charge of them?
Are they coordinated by some method?
Will test software need to be deslgned and developed'!
Are there time and resources allocated for this?
Distributed development environment:
Will this be a distributed development (different groups or
individuals working on parts of the project in different
locations e.g. out of state)?
Are there proper facilities and management structure to support
distributed development?
lnter/lntra group management:
Are interfaces with other developers, suppliers, users,
management, and the customer understood and documented?
Is there a known way to resolve differences between these
groups (i.e., conflict resolution/who has ultimate authority,
who is willing to make a decision)?
R_S_____KACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Planning Phase (cont.)
Management Planning:
Is management experienced at managing this size and/or type
of team? (Is there an experienced project manager?)
Is management familiar with the technology being used (e.g.,
Formal Methods, OOA/OOD and C-t+)?
Is there a well-constructed software management plan that
outlines procedures, deliverables, risk, lifecycle, budget, etc.
Is it reasonable, does it match reality?
Is it being followed7
Does sol-tware lltecycle approach & timelrame meet needs ot overall
project; does it have a chance of being close to what is needed?
Has time been allotted t0r satety analysis and input?
Has time been allocated t0r reliablhty analysis (e.g., Fatlure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FMEA), Critical Items List (CIL), Fault
Tolerance Analysis) input?
Has time been allocated tor soltware (s/w) quality analysis input and
auditing?
Have sottware development standards & processes been chosen'?
Have soltware documentaUon standards been chosen?
Has Sottware Product Assurance gwen input on all standards,
procedures, guidelines, and processes?
Is Iundmg hkely to change from originally projected?
Is there a plan in place to handle possible funding changes?
Prioritization of requirements?
Phasing of requirements delivery?
Is there a procedure/process for handhng changes in reqmrements?
Is it sufficient?
Examine detailed technical considerations such as:
Can the bus bandwidth support projected data packet transfers?
Are system requirements defined for loss of power?
Is the system reaction to loss of power to the computers
known or planned for?
Have UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supplies) been planned for
critical components?
RISK ACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Requirements Phase
SoFtware schedule:
Is there an adequate software schedule in place?
Is it being followed?
Are changes to schedule being tracked?
Are changes to the schedule made according to a planned
process?
As events change the schedule, is the decision process for
updating the schedule also examined? That is, question if there
is something wrong in the process or program that needs to
change in order to either make schedule or affect the schedule-
updating process?
Has the overall schedule been chosen to meet the needs of true
software development for this project or has the software
schedule merely been worked backwards from a systems
NEED date with no consideration for implementation of
recommended software development process needs?
Has all the slack/contingency Ume on the cnttcal path been used up'?
Are software metrics kept and reported regularly? Weekly? Monthly'?
Are deviations to the development plan being tracked? [rended?
Are the trends reported in a manner to allow timely and appropriate
software and project management decisions?
Are parent documents baselined before child documents are revlewed'?
Is there a process in place for assessing the impact of changes
to parent documents on child documents?
Is there a process in place for assessing the impact of changes
to parent documents from changes within child documents?
Are review/mspectlon acUvities and schedules well defined and
coordinated with sufficient lead time for reviewers to review material
prior to reviews/inspections?
Is there a process t0r closing out all IBDs (to be determined) bet0re
their uncertainty can adversely affect the progress of the project?
Have all the soFtware=related requirements from the systems-level
requirements been flowed down?
Have the system level and software level standards been chosen?
Have the requirements from these standards been flowed down from
the system level?
Have guidelines, etc., been established?
RIS....._KKACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Requirements Phase (cont.)
Has the project planned how to handle changing requirements?
Compartmentalized design?
Are procedures/change boards in place for accepting/rejecting
proposed changes
Are procedures in place for dealing with schedule impacts due
to changes?
Is the project following these procedures?
Is there good communication with the principle
investigators/customer?
Have requirements been prioritized?
Is this prioritization tracked, reviewed, and periodically
updated?
Is there a clear understanding of what is really necessary for
this project?
Have there been changes/reductions m personnel since hrst estunates?
Are there sutticient trained software personnel'?
Does all the knowledge for any aspect of project reside in just one
individual?
Is there a software testmg/venticauon plan'?
Is the sottware management plan being t011owed?
Does it need to be adjusted?
Is the sottware development enwronment chosen and m place?
Does work contracted out have sulliclent controls and detml to assure
quality, schedule, and meeting of requirements?
ls a Sottware Configuration Management (SCM) Plan m place and
working?
Are backups of SCM system/database planned and earned out on a
regular basis?
Are inspections or peer reviews scheduled and talong place?
Sol-tware Quahty/Product Assurance (SQA or SPA):
Is SPA working with development to incorporate safety,
reliability and QA requirements?
Is s/w development working with SPA to help establish
software processes?
Does SPA have a software-auditing process and plan in place?
Are there good hnes ot commumcatlon estabhshed and worlong
between software project groups?
RISK ACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Requirements Phase (cont.)
Are good hnes or-commumcatlon established and workmg with groups
outside software development?
Are there written agreements on how to communicate?
Are they followed?
Are they supported by management and systems group?
Are there good interface documents detailing what is expected?
Did all the concerned parties have a chance to review and agree
to them?
Have resources been re-evaluated (eqmpment, personnel, tratmng,
etc.)?
Are they still sufficient?
If not, are steps being taken to adjust project schedule, budget,
deliverables, etc. (more personnel, re-prioritization and
reduction of requirements, order new equipment, follow
previously established mitigation plan, etc.)?
Are co-is being used'?
How are COTS maintained? Who owns and who updates
them?
Is the product affected by changes to COTS?
Will new releases of one or more COTS be
maintained/supported?
Are COTS releases coordinated with the developed software
maintenance and releases?
Do COTS meet the necessary delivery schedule?
Do personnel have a good understanding of how to
use/integrate COTS into final product?
If the COTS incorporated into the system meet only a subset of
requirements of the overall requirements (that is, the COTS
software does not completely fulfill the system requirements),
have the integration task and time been correctly estimated for
merging the COTS with any in-house or contracted software
that is needed to complete the requirements? Can this
integration task be estimated?
Will custom software need to be written to either get different
COTS to interact correctly or to interact with the rest of the
system as built or planned?
Is a new technology/methodology being incorporated into sottware
development? Analysis? Design? Implementation? (e.g., Formal
Methods. Object Oriented Requirements Analysis, etc.)
Has the impact on schedule, budget, training, personnel,
current processes been assessed and weighed?
Is there process change management in place?
RIS..._.KKACTION
Software Requirements Phase (cont.)
Is a new technology bemg considered tor the system'?
Has the impact on schedule, budget, training, personnel,
current processes been assessed and weighed?
Is there process change management in place?
Is the project planning to do prototypmg ot unknown/uncertam areas
RISK ACTION
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to tind out it-there are additional requirements, equipment, and/ordesig cri eria that may no be able to be met.
Continuous Risk Management
I-
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Design Phase
is the software management plan being tollowed'!
Does it need to be updated?
is the reqmrements tlow-down well understood?
Ale standards and gutdehnes sufficient to produce clear, consistent
design and code?
Will there be, has there been, a major loss of personnel (or loss ot
critical personnel)?
Is commumcaUon between systems and other groups (av_omcs, fluids,
operations, ground software, testing, QA, etc.) and software working
well in both directions?
Kequirements:
Have they been baselined
& are they configuration managed?
Is it known who is in charge of them?
Is there a clear, traced, managed way to implement changes to
the requirements? (i.e., is there a mechanism for inputting new
requirements, or for altering old requirements, in place and
working)?
Is there sufficient communication between those creating &
maintaining requirements and those designing to them?
Is there a traceability matrix between requirements and design?
Does that traceability matrix show the link from requirements
to design and then to the appropriate test procedures?
Has System safety assessed software?
Does any software involved hazard reports?
Does software have the s/w subsystem hazard analysis?
Do software personnel know how to address safety-critical
functions, how to design to mitigate safety risk?
Are there fault detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR)
techniques designed for critical software functions?
Has software reliab111ty been designed/or?
What level of fault tolerance has been built in to various
portions/functions of software?
Is there a need to create simulators to test software?
Were these simulators planned for in the schedule?
Are there sufficient resources to create, verify and nan them?
How heavily does software completion rely on simulators?
How valid/accurate (close to the flight unit) are the simulators?
RISK ACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Design Phase (cont.)
Are s_mulators kept up-to-date with changing thght H/W'?
How heavily does hardware compleUon rely on simulators?
Is tirmware and/or any other software developed outside the sottware
flight group ?
Is it being integrated?
Is it being kept current based on changes to requirements &
design?
Is it configuration managed?
Does work contracted out have sufficient controls and detail to assure
quality, schedule, and meeting of requirements?
Wzll design intertaces match m-house or other contracted work?
Is a sol-tware configuraUon management plan in place and working?
Are backups ot SCM system/database planned and camed out on a
regular basis?
Are Inspections and/or peer reviews scheduled and taking place?
Software Quality/Product Assurance (SQA or SPA):
Is SPA working with development to incorporate safety,
reliability, and QA requirements into design?
Does SPA have a software-auditing process and plan in place?
Have they been using it?
Are parent documents baselined bet0re child documents are reviewed?
Is there a process in place for assessing the impact of changes
to parent documents on child documents?
Is there a process in place for assessing the impact of changes
to parent documents from changes within child documents?
Are review/inspection acuvities and schedules well detined and
coordinated with sufficient lead time for reviewers to review material
prior to reviews/inspections?
Has all the slack/contingency Ume on the critical path been used up?
Are sol-tware metrics kept and reported regularly? Weekly? Monthly'?
Are devmtlons to the development plan being tracked'? ]rended?
Are the trends reported in a manner to allow timely and appropriate
software and project management decisions?
RISK ACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Implementation Phase
Coding and unit test
Is the sottware management plan still being used?
Is it up-to-date?
Are there codmg standards'/
Are they being used?
Are sottware development t01ders (SDI-s) being used to capture design
and implementation ideas as well as unit test procedures & results?
Are code walk-throughs and/or mspecUons being used?
Are they effective as implemented?
Is SQA/SPA audmng development processes and :5DFs?
Is the design well understood and documented'!
Are reqmrements being flowed down through design properly?
ls the schedule being maintained?
Have impacts been accounted for (technical, resources, etc.)?
Is it still reasonable?
Has all the slackJcontmgency time on the critical path been used up?
Are soltware metrics kept and reported regularly? Weekly? Monthly?
Are dewatlons to the development plan being tracked? lrended?
Are the trends reported in a manner to allow timely and appropriate
software and project management decisions?
Have any codlng requirements tor satety-critical code been
established?
If so, are they being used?
Does the chosen development envu'onment meet flight
standards/needs?
Has System Satety assessed sottware (subsystem satety analysis)'?
Has software reviewed this safety assessment?
Has software had input to this safety assessment?
Do software personnel known how to address safety critical
functions?
Is software working with systems to find the best solution to
any hazards?
Has FD1K (tault detection, Isolation, and recovery) and/or tault
tolerance been left up to implementers (i.e., no hard requirements
and/or no design for these)?
Is there a known recourse/procedure tor design changes?
Is it understood?
Is it used?
Does it take into account changes to parent documents?
Does it take into account subsequent changes to child
documents?
RISK ACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Implementation Phase (cont.)
Coding and unit test (cont.)
ls there a known recourse/procedure t0r reqmrements changes?
Is it understood ?
Is it used?
Is it adequate; does it need to be altered?
Does it take into account changes to parent documents?
Does it take into account subsequent changes to child
documents?
Is there development level Sottware Contlguration Management
(SCM) (for tracking unbaselined changes and progress)?
Is it being used by all developers, regularly?
Are backups performed automatically on a regular basis?
Is there tormal SUM and basehnmg of requirements and deslgn
changes?
Are the design documents baselmed?
Are the reqmrements baselmed'?
Have test procedures been written and approved?
Are they of sufficient detail?
Will these tests be used for acceptance testing of the system?
Are these procedures under SCM?
Are they baselined?
Do some sottware requirements need to be tested at the systems level
for complete verification?
Are these documented?
Do the systems-level test procedures adequately cover these?
Does the requirements/verification matrix indicate which
requirements are tested at the systems level?
For subsystem-level testing:
Has software been officially accepted by the subsystems (sign-
off, baselined)?
Are software testing facilities maintained for any regression
testing?
Are umt testing procedures and results mamtmned vm SCM'?
Is there auto-generated code'?
is unit testing planned t0r auto-generated code?
Are there procedures for testing unit level auto-generated code?
Are implementation personnel/_unillar with the development
environment, language, and tools?
Sufficiently trained coders (e.g., understand OOA, OOD, C++,
Formal Methods, etc., whatever is needed)?
Sufficient level of expertise (not first or second time ever done,
not just trained)?
RISK ACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Implementation Phase (cont.)
Coding and unit test (cont.)
Are coders sutticiently tamiliar w3th project tuncUon/design'!
Do coders have ready access to someone with sutticient expcCuse and
whose time is available for participation in code walk-throughs or
inspections and for technical questions?
Is there sutlicient equipment'!
Are there build procedures'!
Are they docmnented?
Are they under SCM?
Are they being followed?
Are there bum procedures tor any PROMS'? ROMS'? EPROMS'?
Are they documented?
Are they under SCM?
Are they being followed?
Do they include a method for clearing PROMs (if applicable)
and checking them for defects prior to burning?
Does the procedure include a method to determine and
recording the checksum(s)?
Are test plans complete'!
Is further testing needed?
Unit level testing?
CSCI level testing?
Integration testing CSCIs?
System-level testing?
Is the testJreqmrements matrix up to date?
RIS.......KKACTION
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Continuous Risk Management
Software Implementation Phase (cont.)
Integration and Systems Testing
Are revtew activities and schedules well detined and coordmated?
Is there a sutticlent number ot experienced test personnel?
Who are experienced on similar projects?
W'ho are experienced with this project?
Who are experienced with test equipment, set-up, simulators,
hardware?
Who are experienced with development environment?
Is the software test plan being tollowed?
Does it need to be modified?
Does it include COTS?
Does it include auto-generated code?
Are there well-written, comprehensive test procedures?
Are they up to date?
Do they indicate the pass/fail criteria?
Do they indicate level of regression testing?
Are test reports written at the time ot the tests?
Are test reports witnessed and signed oft by SPA?
Is the testdreqmrements matrix up to date?
is there a known recourse/procedure tor testing procedure changes?
(i.e., is there an Software Configuration Management Process that
covers the test procedures?)
Is it understood?
Is it used?
Does it take into account possible changes to parent documents
of the test plan or other parent documents?
Does it take into account subsequent changes to child
documents?
Does it take into account regression testing?
is there a known recourse/procedure t0r reqmrements changes7
Is it understood?
Is it used?
Is it adequate, does it need to be altered?
Does it take into account changes to parent documents (e.g.,
systems requirements)?
Does it take into account subsequent changes to child
documents (e.g., design and testing documents)?
Is there Sottware Configuration Management (SCM) (t0r tracking
baselined changes and progress)?
Is it being used?
Are backups performed automatically on a regular basis?
RISK ACTION
_.-15
Continuous Risk Management
Software Implementation Phase (cont.)
Integration and Systems Testing (cont.)
Is there tormal SCM and basehnmg ot requirements and design
changes?
Are the design documents tbrmally baselmed and m SCM?
Are the software requirements tormally baselmed?
Have test pi'ocedures been written and approved7
Are they of sufficient detail?
Do they exist for unit test?
Do they exist for CSCI level testing
Do they exist for CSCI integration-level testing?
Do they exist for soft'ware system-level testing?
Will these tests be used for acceptance testing to the system?
Are these procedures in SCM?
Are they baselined?
DO some soRware requirements need to be tested at the systems level
for complete verification?
Are these requirements verification procedures documented?
Where are they documented? In software test procedures? In
systems test procedures?
Do the systems-level test procedures adequately cover these?
Does the requirements/verification matrix indicate which
requirements are tested at the systems level?
For system-level testing:
Has software been officially accepted by systems (sign-off,
baselined)?
Are software testing facilities maintained for any regression
testing?
Is tirmware ready and tested?
Is it baselined and in SCM?
Are there separate test personnel that have not been designers or coders
scheduled to perform the tests?
Do they need training?
Is time allowed for their unfamiliarity with the system?
On the flip side, are testers too familiar w_th sottware'! Will they have
a tendency to brush over problems or fix problems without going
through proper channels/procedures?
Have reqmrements/design/code personnel been moved to other tasks
and are no longer available to support testing or error correction?
Are test pass/tall criteria known and understood?
RISK ACTION
A2-1_
Continuous Risk Management
Software Implementation Phase (cont.)
Integration and Systems Testing (cont.)
Is regression testing planned tor?
Is there time in the schedule for it?
Have estimates been made at each test point of the amount of
regression testing necessary to cover fixes if test fails? (e.g., certain
failures require complete (end-to-end) re-testing, others may require
only re-testing of that test point.)
Is ground software (or other related sottware) available t0r testing or
for use in testing flight s/w?
Has testing ot COTS at the sottware system level been adequately
covered and documented?
Are there test procedures specifically for proving integration of
COTS?
Does the requirements to test matrix indicate where COTS is
involved?
Has testing ot COl5 at the system level been adequately covered and
documented?
Is Were good contiguratlon management m place?
Is it used?
Is there version control?
Is error/failure tracking in place?
Are PRACA (Problem Report and Corrective Action) and/or
s/w change records created?
Are problem/change records tracked to closure?
Is error correction written into each new release of a module (in
code comments, in file header, in SCM version description)?
Are incorporated PRACAs listed in the build release version
descriptions?
Will a t_ght schedule cause:
Dropping some tests?
Incomplete regression testing?
Dropping some fixes?
Insufficient time to address major (or minor) design and/or
requirements changes?
No end-to-end testing?
Are these issues being addressed?
Who makes these decisions? The change control board?
How are they recorded?
Does the version description document (VDD) indicate true
state of delivered software?
RISK ACTION
A2-17
Continuous Risk Management
Software Implementation Phase (cont.)
Integration and _Systems Testing (cont.)
Has allthe slack/contingencytime on the cnticalpath been used up7
Are sottware metrics kept and reported regularly? Weekly? Monthly?
Are deviations to the development plan being tracked'? frended?
Are the trends reported in a manner to allow timely and appropriate
software and project management decisions?
RIS.___KKACTION
A2-18
Continuous Risk Management
Acceptance Testing and Release
Has pre-stup review already taken place'/
Is actual flight eqmpment avadable Ior sottware testing?
Do the logbook and test procedures record actual flight
hardware used for testing?
Are pass/tad crttena established and tollowed'/
ls a regression testing procedure documented and known?
Is it used?
Is the procedure to handle PRACAs (Problem Report and Corrective
Action) at the acceptance level documented?
Is there a change review board in place?
Has there been configuration management of changes?
Is the PRACA/SPCR (S/W Problem and Change Request) log
maintained with status?
Is systems-level testing adequate to insure sottware reqmrements
or some software-level testing done separately and documented?
Is appropriate personnel witness and sign-ot_ testing?
SPA or QA involved?
Are all parts of the architecture ventied on the ground prior to flight?
Does a complete VDD (Version Description Document) exist?
In the VDD, are:
All delivered software release versions listed?
All COTS and their versions listed?
All hardware versions appropriate for this release noted?
SCM release description(s) provided?
Build procedures given?
Burn procedures given?
Installation procedures provided?
List of all incorporated (closed) problem reports and change
requests included?
List of all outstanding problem reports and change requests
included?
List of any known bugs and the work-arounds provided?
Changes since last formal release indicated?
List of all documentation that applies to this release, and its
correct version, provided?
If there are known discrepancies to hardware, documentation, etc. are
these listed and discussed in the VDD?
Is there clean customer hand-ot_-
Up to date documentation?
User/0perations Manual?
Code Configuration Managed?
All PRACAs & SPCRs closed?
RISK ACTION
A2-19
Continuous Risk Management
Acceptance Testing and Release (cont.)
Is there good contiguration management wrap-up:
Is there a method for future updates/changes in place?
Proper off-site storage of data, sol,rare and documentation?
What happens to SCM and data when project is over?
RISK ACTION
A2-20
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APPENDIX C: RELIABILITY DESIGN CHECKLIST
Example taken from:
Rel lablllty {_R)and Maintainability (M)
Design Checkl Ist
NAVSEA S0300-AC-I_MA-O10-RS_
October 1977
Obtainabl • from:
Naval Publications and Forms Center
5801 Tabor Ave
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19120
Attn: Code FO1G
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RIM PROGRAM ELEMENTS
PRODUCTIOIIFOLLOW Oft
TYPE OF CONTRACT
NEW MOD IF IED
DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT
A B C A B C
PROGRAM P (_AN
ORGAN IZATI ON
SUBCONTRACTOR &
SUPPLIER CONTROL
PROGRAM REVIEW
R ANALYS IS
MOD E L
. .. .
THERMAL ANALYSIS
ALLOCATI ON
PREDICTION
SIMILARITY
AVERAGE STRESS
DETAILED STRESS
PART CONTROL
FM_EA/FAULT TREE
CRITICAL ITEM CONTROL
STORAGE EFFECTS
DESIGN REVIEW
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X
X X
X X X X
X X
X
X X
X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X
X X X X
X
NOTE: See next page for explanation of A, B, and C, above.
D
I
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LEVELA
O
O
O
R&M LEVELS
HIGH LEVEL OF SAFETY
CRITICAL SYSTEM
DOWNTIME CRITICAL, MAINTENANCE DIFFICULT
AND EXPENSIVE
LEVELB
O SAFETY FACTOR IN DESIGN
l MODERATELY CRITICAL SYSTEM
0 MAINTENANCE MODERATELY DIFFICULT AND EXPENSIVE
LEVELC
• SAFETY OF MINIMUM CONCERN
I LOW S_STEM CRITICALITY
0 DOWNTIME NOT CRITICAL
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/
2!
(a)
(c)
(d)
re)
(f)
{z)
(h)
(1)
(J)
0)
(m)
Item Description
RELIJ_IZ.-rT'Y _) DESIGN CHECKLIST
• Ye......qsNo
Does conu-actor have a permanent W-house R
sr.sff ?
Is staff composed of experienced R_.encmeers?
Does procz'_um R engineer repor_ dLrectty to pro-
grim manager ?
Does R group have the facfllW/authort W co ta-
re=face d_rectly, wtlrJ_ottmr msfmmRrial¢ rzoupm:
(1) Desip ?
(2)" Systems enZineerm¢?
(3) Qualit'yCourt-or?
(4) lnu_sramd Lociaucs support?
($) Procurement?
(8"e Test and ¢-vchm_oa?
Is R Croup representatives) member(s) ol
design review tmun?
Does R gr revime all_-_mp and specifica-
tions _r °upadequacy 0f R requ_emencs ?
Does R_pro_ eaZineer have s*ip_off autbor_
on all drzwmfs and 8pectfica_ons ?
R enctneer/rzoup review Purchue Orders
and Purchase specLfic_mou ¢o assure air pa_-cs
cud subassemblies are procured wttb adeqmum R
requtremenu ?
Does _ z'r'oup have membership and • voice to
decilJ_ooa for the _oUowmg:
"(1) MzzerWt/ Review Boazd?
(2) F.ilure Review Board?
(3) Encmeerm[ Change Review Board ?
Is R Ip'oup represenuKJ on ran'reels and qua_iW
az_tcs of potential mcbcoatz_ctors ?
Is R IP"o_p representsd at subcon_-smtor dosip re-
views and meeunp wbera R _a a_pic of dUcuuion?
Does an R _'oup member(s) monitor/witness imb-
coa_ac_or R _a_s ?
Does R rroeap contain experts m the ft,dd_ of _m-
ponen_/faflur e ana_ys_s ?
m
m m
u
m m
Remarks
_)
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Nom
=2
|a}
(b)
4c)
Id)
(e)
(f)
(gl
(h)
(l)
U)
(k)
(!)
Ira}
m)
4o)
(p)
lq|
(r)
(sl
(t }
(v_
Item Descrtpuon
DesiLm for R
THERMAL R£QUI_t £M £,_r1_:
Have der.a_led thermal aJ_aJyl&S been performed to
del_rmme componentimo_"le _D_en_ operaung
u_m peramre ? __ __
Has a u_Lt a:,m,lar co [inai oomdiguratJon le.g..
br3.s_a, preproducuou u_Lt. e_c.), been snsr.rU-
mended to develop a thermal mal:_mg ol U_ desq_? -- __
Have -,,emometer proOea been ulmmd to measure
coolLnc a_r flow pan4rnJ? __ __
Are ecpzipment tntern&l cooaLng conslderabou o
ittfficlent _.o |i,_1it lnUsrl_J t_pel-luLre rules to 20 C
IDaXL_JLU_I "_ __
Are high power dma_per_oa components (e. g., large
power rea|_ors dSodea. Cran_ormers. etc. ) beat
s_ed?
Where ohilled war_r or cJ_i,ll_ _ L5 used for
cooling" have hermetically sealed componear.q been
_tecu_d ckue co possible mmsmre _mu_oa?
Where _lled water or chilled _ is used for
cooh.ng are componen_ si_e|ded or or,beA-wtse pro-
_ected from moisture conden_aUo_?
Where chilled _r.er or chilled air i_ u_ed for
cooling has co_lder_on been _lven m remora/ of
cor_e_sacion _ avoid accumulation of moP.re and
possible fun_s _Tow_h or c_rrosion wi_hm _e
equl _nen: ?
Are all printed circui[ boards conformally coated? -- __
Have c:rcui_ performance tel_ been ¢oncmc_.d a_
m_ ar_ low _emper_re exzremes to usure ctrcmt
s_at_ih[y over _e required oper_ing temperaxure
range _' -- --
DO beau conduct:ng surfaces make good conu_cc (no
a_r gaps} aJx_ have low thermaJ resistances _ __ __
Do surface coat=rigs _nd pa_nt_ prow_e good con-
_ctlon, convectmn and radiauon coefficients for
heat r-r anS let "_ _
Do adhesives where used for _as_'nmg components
¢onGtJ_tc ._CB's or chassis nave good _erma/ " -
uve _ropert,es ?
Do _o[zmg. enca_sulaCzon and ¢on/ormai coa_mg mazert_a
where used _ave good _erma_ co_du_tng properues?
Have dtHerences m _ermal expansion of mter-
fac:ng mater_xIs _een U_<en :nto account?
Are n_gn ;_ower dtsstc_on components m_nced
dxrec[ly to _e cnas_s for oet:er _eat smKmg tamer
_a.n encapauiatec or r._ermally msutated" __ __
Is ;,_,e:_l ConY.&c: 3tea _)et_een components an4
_eaL 3_nK$ _ept tO 2 ,512._11_LLf__ _
Are components sensxtzve to neat located away _rom
nea_ ,_ow patns._ower sunO_es _u_ otner ;,,an _ar
Are a:r _aos or :nermal :nsutat_on proviCled where
._ecessa_ "o _',ota neac _Io_ :o _em_erature sense*
Are "em0eratur; overtoac: _lev_ces. alarms _8ed tO
_r;vent _arnage ..Sue _ loss o( :ool:ng _;=o_ratua _ __ __
inlet -emoer2n;re 3UCL$ 32re .'diets LO :_reve.t
aco,£mullt10n O[ +311";on lssemot_es wnlcB wOU|_ result
_0 ":om_enu t .'_lotJnt¢_.l O0 _'g t_JLve 1_L-quete {_lld
7-C-240
RELLASLLYFY (_ DF_IGN CHECKLIST
7e_j ____ Ren_lurEs
.p
_(°
NO_.
(w)
ix)
0')
IX)
(,.,)
(eb)
lee)
_ff)
(11)
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Item _erlpuon yee _o
V_Ita T_ ON/SHOe K/STR UC'I'URAL RF._ U_:J_M £NT_.
Haz anaiyols been performed to ae_.rm£ne rwmu_
frequeacaes u_ De exper_anced m r_e eClUZlmnent
eD_rQal_eDt ,') _
Have ckJ_led v_brsxloa/si,_ck/s1_ucoz.-'_ ssuUym
been performed to vsdictaue s_-uczursd m_4r_y
_e cleslp ? _
Have _-2t:caJ/umgue ueemhlJes been _,,,a_eol[4d
mrtth a_.celer_me&ers and tee ,-_ ¢o veri_ demlrn ade-
qua--'./ with l'eSpec: to v_rz_on and shoc_ _ranemumi-
b_t W Lac_o_s ?
i m
Have m_scsar_/ mo_arAnp been _esLgaed _o remmaa_
awey _ro_ reeo_m: Lre_ue_caes and U_lr _l_ ?
Have cL_npmg _onmderanon_ been al=_Jed _ sub-
usemblJes ausd componen_ mcunt_ where natural
frequencies are close to expeczed emvt:-oamenud
:requenczes ? _
Are lar|e _ponents (over 1/2 oz. ) I:em( damped
or :ae_ down :o r.he _u_ or prated circuzt breD'de
:_ prevmst _ su_eoaes or fa_ue _ure of eJe_-
_c_ leads ? ,
l,lea_,y _pm_nts zre maawad near correct8 of
r_ue,* ae_r mau:_ pou_s |or dtr_c: e_acmn/
• uppoz_ :q_b_r than I_et_veen m_l_oz_J ?
Censors o_ _rsvs_ o[ hez_._ compmsem_ a_ I_pt |ow
c_oee _o _e ptame of _ mounts ?
are c_tes/tucr_ues cim_f close _o terminal
8.50 _&xiuFe &_ &be potn_ Of _O_U_e_UOB ?
D_ ca_eS/WLreo Mve au_csent s_aclc zo I_'ewm:
m=eeoes _rm¢ U_erma_ c_ulres aad me,-_u_,c_l
Y1DFzUon/Ibock ?
S_ucSecJ wtre ts used w_en caOlm( m_rnt be suscep-
r4bie to fa_ll_Je ht_ure?
Gom._nemts and suwmm=amtes have _X_lU_e'sway
s_c_ to avmcl col1_s_on ou.rm( vIJ_rmom _ ehoc_?
weicUn( (not spot weictml_ 8rid/or r|veLus( u; udloct
Jor per-_auMmUy aJ_J_ 8_"uc:u_-sJ mm_n_rS _r
nuts and bolt_ ?
All ¢omoon_mt le.s:Ls]_ave mmwn_m bend radii to
avo0c_ OVP._8_'ltOl t_ _ _
R._e
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No_
0ok)
(II)
Imm)
(nn)
(oo)
(PP)
RELLA,B[LrTY (R) DESIGN CHECKL.LRT
Item _scrtDtton Yes No
M LSCE LLAh'EOUS REQ ULREMEN'_3:
IdaJI cooBLde_'atton been give- to avoid the ule of
dislt tuLSa: :neUu s _
Have me PCB's been dessctmd Ior the totlowmg
co_ i_erat]o_:
(1) PCB maulr_Li is compaUble wtCb stora4ce
operating tempergtm-e (pLus opexanag t4t_pers-
mrs r_e$) wtt_ rell_Ct to:
(1) PCB material?
f2) Me_I cAadding/bonding stTP._gtbs ? -- --
(3) _k_rd wa.rpmg ? __ __
(2) PCB restsnv:ry is sufficiently high to meet ¢Ir-
cmt leakage current requ_-ements even under
h_gh bl.l_idit'y ? -- --
(3) PC_ arc re_stsumce ts sufficiently h/Oh where
htffh voltaffel are present? -- --
(4) PCB dielec_'xc conmTa_nt is sufficiently low to
prevent buildL_g up of unwanted ¢apsctr.aDces ? -- --
(5) PC3 flex_ra_ sr_encU_ (brace/on of board
mazer_aJ and dimensi0ml) iS StcfficiCttt to meet
scrucmraJ and vibra_on requ/z'emenzJi? -- --
(6) PCB conauctors widrr_ is lu_cient to handle
ma.xLmmm cuz'rent flow wtthout bsrmlul beat
_ea_.-ctioo or reststaJ_Ce drop?
(7) PCB's have plated _rough h<des to aid in
soldering of IP.Jm elect_'tcal connec_ons ?
(8) PCB conductor spacmp have a mmimmn
spacing haJed upon vottage between conductor
(e. g... 025" pet 150 volta peak) ? -- --
(9) PCB conductor par2_ ace spaced and designed
to Keep ca_ac_ce between conductors to s
minlmu_ ?
(I0) Are PCB's co,/o_-maliy co,ted?
Where encapa_dz_on, emheddmg and pocrlug uaed.
does the :nater_a/ have:
(1) Good r.hermai cond_cti_l_ for heat transfer?
(2) Good eiec_'tca/ isotat_on/dteAec_t¢ ?
(3) Provide dampen,,',( for shock and v_r_cion?
(4) Tbez-maJ expanmoo coe_icm-_, winch match
thole of items enc&l:_n,tLar.ed ? -- --
(5) W'ill ,,or craox or s_a_r under vLbranon and
mec_mscal and t,berm_ shock?
(6) Ha_ &_xKl chemica_ scJU_tli(_ udder anclctpazed
use envtronmenL_ ?
Have worst _ _maJylel or statistie..ai va_ia_iou
of parameters _een con,_ucted to demr_nme required
com_ooe_t( elec_'_:caJ bolera_Bcel ¢o_aderuIE:
(I) Ma_u, faccur_n¢ "olerancea _
(2) Tolera_ces due to cm_er'A_re P,_anffel ? -- --
(3) Toler_mcn- due to &_,tnff? -- --
(4) Toter_nces _e to hMm_ditT?
(5_ Toter_nces Oue to htgn ;reque_c_ or other operating
coosr.z" 2Art_J$"_
PLM re<tur_aJ_Cy been coostdered for c_ttc:d hanc¢ions
wne_e practxc_ _
Where .-eUu, n_Jmcy ts ul_. _a_ constder3¢lon6 _>eeJa
_ve_ _0 _vot_ common moc_e ,'_u_e S_Ku'r£OOS which
co_d _taa_e ,.,_) .'e_u.ndaJlt clrc_Itt3_
Remarks
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!
Nem
(qq)
_rr|
(18)
RELLA3[LJTY R(_)DESIGN CHECKL/3T
Item Descr3o:2on 7e__Ls N...oo Rem...._
Ham denLp practices been apl_ied Lo oGtam RFI
4ul_ore41Jio ,_ such a6:
(I) Use a_natJ_ ¢urz.en¢ ooo--¢ommur.ac_cqE maoh_-
ex7 rather _ dLrec: ¢Lu-rent maCbu_ry when
feJuJ_bie ? _ --
(2) Provide opts.mum mserference mappresston with
_o ¢wtr_d wires in a cOmmOn shield whenever wire
pa_rs can be wled? -- __
(3) Use short wtru tn preference to long wires? _
(4) Filter power ILnes m remove _-monLcs sad
ocher types of inherent interference ? _
(5) Mount furors u close to mr.e_erence sources
am poaeible wlthot_ alia:tar the effecnvenes8 d
the filter ? _
(S) Use bondmt uP.anm.es to inm_e d:¢ good eiec-
_caJ _ is made be_veen chaasUs, conduit.
shieldLu¢, cO_rs. J_-uamx_ and _m¢
metal paz_ ?
(7) Remove noo-cac<klcctn_ ¢oa¢lnfs from bc4ta.
au_s, and capped boles ?
(8) Internally 8hiedd mvldhhml secr_oo4 of equipment
LDZP.¢which are ei_he: hiirhiy mmcepctble to " -
fe¢ence or which zeae_ m¢er_m-ence. For
example, ¢be r-f ml_t SlUiCe and local anefllJ_oL"s
sbocdd be shielded mdlvtdulUy ? _
(9) Use a. bandwidth couiszen_ with the minimum
possible value for ibe received sicnaL This often
improves the sil:_l-to-noLse recto?
(10| Ule dLrec¢ ¢_A_ent l_a;m4mt sou_ce_ where
pracUcable ? --
(11) Ground center tap of fitaunen¢ cran.rtormer
aecondar_ wi_din¢ co remace hum ?
(Z2) Avoid _be use of gameo_ liCh_tnl_ devices in _he
v_cmLcy of sensmve wirm_ or eiec_'oaic
equipment ? --
(13) DO no_ cable noisy and clea.u leads r.ol_er.Mr ? -- --
(14) Never route cables z_eaz k_owu interference
Jour ce_ ?
m(1S) Do not use smeids oz- metal st_-_=u_-es for re_urn
cuz-rent pschs ? --
(1G) Avoid Ute use of corrosion prevenuve c_pmsads
with hi_n msulatm( quaLlUes at bond )omcs ? --
Have cOnmzderano_s been ¢lven _ preclude dam_L_e
due _o-
(I) Inm_llanon ?
(2) Handtin¢ ? -- --
{3) Tramsporua_;o. ? -- --
(4) S_rage ? -- --
(S) Shelf L_e?
(6) P'acXaCm( ? -- --
(7} Mamtenance env_rocumen_?
(8) C_er env;ronmen[s:
(a} Hum_di_, ?
(c) _.nd and dust? -- --
Has ret:aDalt_..' _een considered as a ._actor _n a.ll
tz.adeoi. _ stuccoes a_fec:m¢ equt_ment .'elt_t|It'y?
7-C-243
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¢o)
(c)
(d}
is)
(:)
(¢)
0)
U)
(k)
{I)
4m)
ta)
(o)
REL.LP_[LJ'I"Y R(R.)DESIGN CKECKLZST
_tem Deacriptaon Yes No
_P_':s Pr o¢: _.
Does coo_accor ]cave a Pa_s Con_o! Board (PC_) to
promor.e proper selection _nd apldicatLon o( .oa_r.a used
"- _e deaq_ ?
Has corm-actor em_blksbed and mamcamed an ul>-¢o'-
dzLe Preierred P-_r-_s L_t (PPL) _o be _ed oy
des_Kners ?
[.bLS =on='acu_r esr.abLiabed derlUn_ ¢_ideiines for
deratmg of eteclclca_/slecu'omc parts P..Leccrica_
1¢2-essel ?
DO derz_J_g IF_deliaee coz_rellpond m apecLfic:a_on
requJ_emancs ?
H_ con_ac:or developed part ap_icxt/on Ip_eL/n_
for pro4_r sele_ioa of pare _pes for ¢uro_it ume?
Are mili_az'y grade _ tumd m r,be desq_?
,..re noo-s/.andaz'd parrs u_ed only when a mL//caz7
eqmvaie_t part ¢an_ be o_¢amed?
Where _on-sr.a_ard par_ are uled do they have
adequate qu_Lfica_on/tesc data and z himwry of hq_
re|ixb_i_v. ?
Where non-s_Jzta__ parts are uaed are they pro-
cured via specLf_ca_o_ ¢on_ol drawtn¢ which speed-
flee:
(1) RetiaOillcy requCremen_s?
(2) E_v_ronmencal requLremeu_-?
(3) Tea¢ r e_z_rem_l_ ?
H_s coo_accor lubmicced _o_-sca_iard _ da_
for apvrovsd per a4:_ptica_le spocificaCion (e.g.,
M._L - S'I'_- 74 9/965) ?
Do _ used in the desiCa meet the e_v_om_enc¢l
requzrementa to which Cb_" will be subjected dur_
use _Ir._ respect LO:
(1) Ope_axing r.emper-znwe {plus worst case mt_rmd
case _empera_ure :,-el)?
t2_ Noo-operann¢/su_rxge mmpersmsre ?
(3) Rum_diW ?
_4_ .Vibra_on ?
(5) ShocX ?
Have _a.rr.s been reviewed for oroCer application.
_e par'. _u_s _ _dat_d t ) or mea_ure_ ( )
and clo they meet:
(1) Deraung i_Jdetme_?
Are esT._.bltehed reliability (_R) compo_eo_ a_d JAN
_em:conducr.ors a.n¢l mt_ro¢lrc_tt devices used "- cbe
dest_ ?
Where -_ com0onen[s are used, zs the most repre-
sentative _evel o{ a_l _ ¢ompo_enta ,.reed:
(i) L _
(31 P "
(_'_ R ?
(5_ S "
(6) T "
Where JAN 5emtcon_Jc_ors _M_L-$-I9S00) are
uaed. L_e .*hoar repr-.sen,_t:ve level o( a_! _cn ae-
(I) JA._; o
(2_ JAN.'/. "
(3) ,_A.','._ *; _
m
m
m
m
w
0
m
w m
w
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Lo)
(q)
Ir)
l=)
(t)
(u)
iv)
(_)
(x)
tY)
(:)
(a=)
(bb)
(cc)
(dd_
(ee_
RELLAJBLT./T_' R(_) DESIGN CHECKZ._ST
Item Deecrlp_cm
Where J_ microctrcu/t4 (MrT--M-38510) or I_i_
qu_tW mtc=ocurcmt4 are utJe¢l rise momt reprealmr.a/.tve
level of all such devices used are-
(l) MIL-M-38510 Clue $ ?
(2) MLT,-M-38510 CAams B ?
(3) _-M-38510 C=us C ?
(4) MIZ,-_FD-SL1 CIus $ ?
(5) MIZ.-S'Z3_-88,1 Cl=-s B ?
(6) MII,-b"rD-S8.1 Class C ?
(?_ Vendor eqmv_em m ?
Do paz_ meet the mmrcmmgeabUt_v requ_emuts
of MIL-STD-454 P._lu_rement 7?
Do all part= =elected meet the life requiremm_ts of
the equipment?
Are handling requiremem4 specified for crt=ceL
and deLica_ par_ mmcept/bie to danaage, de_L_rton,
conULmmaCton from sisock, vibration, stzci.c electric
d_cbzrge, umclemdLnees, ezc. ?
Are a_ute:nbly and cieaamg procedures spectred m
prevent damage to cmnixment4 during aaeen_bly on
PCB's, chassis, etc. ?
Have dominant fz/lu,re modes of & _ pare
type been coaeidered m the iP._O_OD of tJMl£pitt?
Are fixed rather th_ variable cc_po_r_ (amch as
rest=tars, capacitors, induc_ors, etc. ) us_cl in the
design wherever possible ?
Are _ relays, motors, dyuamotors, rotary power
¢oaverters. etc. _o_'essed so u not m produce
exceemve spike= or _s=s_ent4 du=mg opera.on ?
Are xll semiconductor devices silicon rather than
Germanium ?
Pt_uc coated and/or encapetfiated semiconductor
devices are not used?
Do _11 micro¢ircu4ts have herme_czlly seaJed cer=znic
cases rather thL_ pluu¢ ca_es ?
Do all microcire.ul_ used have at lea_t two potentxsJ
suppl iers ?
Do a.[l unused rates of a dlgir_l microcircuit llave
ml:ucs _-ouaded ?
Are _he nu.mber of exl:_nda_te gates tLzrtited _o no
more "._an ?5c_ of a_lowaD|e numOer of expm_a_les'_
_._here hurn_dtry ts not conu'oiled are her-meUc_lly
seale_ resistors, capacitors, relays, etc.. used?
Are a_l lower supplies _e_tgned and manttfacc_red
Are ;_r_s. even MZL-M-38_0, JA_IT_. Es_itsned
Reliant/toy (E_t) ;:_l_s screened at mcommg
UlSOeCTIO0:
_i) 100_ _
(2) Sa._;;Lmg _ia_ per
_3_ En v_ron_,nen_lly
Yes No
i m
m
m
m
u
m
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24
(a)
(b)
(¢}
re}
(_
(g}
(b}
RELLAB|I.JTY (._ DES/GN CHECK_
Item Description Yes No
Developmeaud Test Profram
LI ¢on_'accor coaduccAn| a developmeer_J ¢est pro-
gram ? -- --
dev_opmemud ms_ ;wollcam mcJ.ude:
(1) ALl cctUca_ a_N_biies?
(2) 1rich usemb_y with • ua_iue form |ac:xor ?
(3) C-r,UcaJ ncm-eca.ndaJ_ i_.t'_s? _ --
Dooe devalopmenr_ umtinl_ tnciude envtromnenml
mining a£ or &Dove **,belevels specified for qm_Lfict-
_on:
(1) Hl4_ and low _mpert_ure? _ --
{2) VibrarAou ?
(3) Shock?
(4) Humu:ll_ ? -- __
Are perlorma=ce requAre_neacs checked over re.-
quLred opera$iair teml>eranAre levels ?
Are tLfe cuts or reLtabLlt_ tabu of cortical c_m-
pouenu/subusemblies bein_ or have :hey been
coMuc-.ad ?
Is "Step Stress" tesUnf beinf peHormed on msb-
uJemblies, etc.. to detez-mine design maCllCns? -- __
Is dovelopmenr.Ll test program monitored by rJ_e
reliability group or does cbe reliabUicy group provide
inpu_ to development.a/ r_mg? _ --
Are faflure data and maum_enance data collected
during developmencaJ testing for decermknmg need
for reliaJDLli_ unprovement?
R emark.q
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S
"5
Ca)
Co)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(I;)
(h)
0¢)
(I)
¢-,)
(n)
REL./ABILITY (._ DESIGN CHECKLZST
hem DescrIDnon
Reiiabitt_" _._v sea
Have _he following relLabl/ir/ a_yses been per-
formed:
(1) R,,Lia_Llity Ma_matica/ Mode.is?
(2) Reita_Lttty ApOo_:lonmen_ ?
(3) ReltaDtlzc)' Predictao_?
(4; Fa._u.re Modes and £_ec:.s A.na.lysee?
(5) C_Uca/ity Aml.lyamB ?
(6) Clrcu_ Amdyeis (=omLmd _ worst c_sns) ?
(7) Therma/ A_s/ys/_?
(8) SnenX CL_cutZ Analysts?
Do predict_ou meet appm'_Joned vtluee ?
Do p=odtcttomt meet nmnorical reliability 8peel-
flea.on r_Lrements ?
Have the resets of the prodlcUons been umed
tncr,-,-e equq_meat r_iabtln_ by:
(1) Reduc=ton of cLrc:u_ camptexlty?
(2) Raduc_on o/ambient _mpe=zn,tre ccadttLons ?
(3) Reduc',.toa of ln_rns_ _mp_'_Lre riaes ?
(4) ReducUon of part mresaes _" hLvther derar_ng?
(5) Inc=eue of ps_ qmLLlt? levets?
(6) Addition of rodu_dancy ?
Hu a m].mm't_.t approach for Cri_Icatlty An_yets
been used ?
Does _he nm_e_tca_ criti_ a._SlyS_ consider:
(1) Frequency of fallu=e?
(2) Del_ee of effec_ on sys:em performance?
(3) Dr/tic.try to diagnose and/or repaLr ?
(4) Pe=,eonnel or equipmen_ s_fe_?
Have xll crt_ca.l modes of system _LLlu=e been
identified ?
Have c1"_Uca/ items be(m ra_ked 8.5 to ¢_|ticalit_ ?
Hu _e _se of limited life items been kept to a.
mm_nmn ?
Have _he analyses considered _he effects of
s_ora_e. _znsporu_oe and handlm_ on !azlure
modes, ef_ec_ and [a_lure rates ?
Ham the use of circuit analysis provided a stable.
deszg'n over the worst case conditions ?
Ha_ pro_cr_ve clz'cutt:-y b_en utLtL_ed in the
eqt_ipment oestgn ?
ye....,s N._2..o
m
m
m
m
m
m m
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
RELIABLI.IT_ _) DESIGN CHECKLIST
l_em DescrLpuon Yes No
B_L,r_-m PPoc'mm
Doeg r_e coaZracw.or Lmpome b_-n-Ln ac:
(1) Component level ? -- --
(2) .fmbalslmmbly/modlmle lovld ? -- --
(3) Eqztlnnm_'sym level? -- --
Is _zrn-ta performed under:
(I) Te_e (eievatmd) ? -- --
(2) TemperanLre cyclfn¢? -- --
(3) VtbraZ/on ? -- --
Do zplrem receive uzne bu.rn-in as modsd_/
m_nn_y level ? -- --
Do all equipmenuJ/sysr.ems receive the same
mount of burn-in? -- __
Does coacrsctnr have • failure f_ee Imc_-ln re.-
quLremen$ prior ¢o ancmlxance ot the equipment? -- --
Is random vibr#C/oa pmrforml<l ? __ __
(1) F.q_Lpmenc leveL?
(2) "f' level ?
(3) Frequency rup ?
(4) Time du.--a_ou?
R£rllal"Ks
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(a)
Ic)
(d)
(e)
m
un
it)
U)
tk)
(I)
(rn)
(n)
RE/.LA_IZ.ZTY R(K)DF._IGN CHECKL.iL_
Item Descrtpctoo
Failure Reooz_m_ ._aJvsts and Corrective AcUon
! FRACAt Proqrszn
Has coo_accor umplemen_d • _LACA prog_lum ?
Doee F'B.ACA PrOl_'Lm cover bLilu_u _tng:
(i) Sourco mmpe_ion at mmcon_-Ic=or'8 l_Sn_?
(2) IncomLn( mspec'.4on?
(3) In-proceei _lepeccloa?
(4) Development t4a_ ?
(5) SLmuaembly/mod_e rest?
(6) F._pz*pment mue_s_en sad checkout?
(7) F.qui.pment burn-*-?
(8) F._iu_pmen¢ formal t_ta:
(a) Accapumce tams ?
(b) F_vtromnen_l/qualLflca_oa tu_?
tc) PadLabillW/MammmmLlit7 umxa ?
Does c_=racur have m-houae facilities for per-
forming deuLLled failure scslye_ ?
IS F=L_Urt aJ_LJysie _tJJd for _n fA_u_lJe ?
Are failures manmartzed by pare mmsber and failure
_/po co de_-rmme _ends and parents?
Has con_c_or es_tLsbed _esholds (pez_e_ defec-
_ve or _aLiu_e r8_) for dem_mmm( need for e_o_
,_vc so,ion ?
Does failure repoz_ foz_m conuUn []sm no_esa_ in-
foz-ma:*on with reprds co:
(I) Ioencl/ica_on of L_.iled psr_ msbascemsbly.
usembly, e_. ?
(2) Elapeed time meters (for failure az equipm,-_
level_ ?
(3) Failure symptoms ?
(4) _ec'. of failure on system/equipment?
(5) Teec and environmem_l condlCioos a_ cm_e of
_a_ure ?
(6) Suepected cause of _ailure?
Lq U_e Ja/_e type Of F'_ACA program _mposed upon
suocon_rac_ors o( cr:UcaL su_leen_|iel ?
Are subcoo_reC_or failure reports tnclud_f in co_-
trac_or failure summzrms ?
Are all failure repros, sneJylJee 8J_ _orreccSve
actions reviewed by _he reliability Irroup?
Are ._aiiure c=ends monstored _y _he red_gbiliW
_ro_p?
Are corrective actions revolving deei_n cba_Jee
teor.ed tn r._e equipment [or _n aOequ_te period O(
r,Lrne prior _o r.ne;r _or_naJ_.;[io_ ?
Are correc_ve action mves_g'ationm reopened upon
a recurrence of _lue Same _pe of _a_ture?
Are _ropoeed correc_ve ac_ton8 redorred to the
;)_o¢_r_n(J AC:lv_y for =:nc'_r_'ence?
Yes )4o
m
m
m
u m
w
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m
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(a}
(b)
(d)
(e_
_)
(h)
(O
(J)
(kl
O)
In)
to!,
(P)
RELL_XLITY R(_ DESIGN CHECKI._"T
Item Description Yes No
Rettatlkcv Demonscrac.ton Test P_azmmK
Will test sUnu/a_e opersc_n¢ profUe cbaz will be see=
aboard s_p?
WiU _ll modes ol eqcupmem operatloo be tested ?
LII definition of f_ure m accordance wzr.b contract
apec/ficzUon requ_,rmne.nr.s ?
Are redevant and non-relevan¢ failure ddininons
adeqmumly defined ?
Will _t be performed under eavlzoame.nc4d levels
specified by the coa=--_¢ spectfica¢foas ?
WLLI b_n-tn to be pezdormed on retiabUtty tmtt tmtts
be no more or no leas _ ¢ha¢ specified for l_o-
duccion units ?
Non-operating and equipment sczcclby brae will be
discounted from applicable test _tzne far validzc_f
reliabflicF, a_e ?
No Preventive Maintenance ocher cba_ chat co_ccused
in technical manuals and approved by the Navy will
be performed durm¢ the cut. n-us ?
Performance checks _zpable of caeck_u¢ the c_mple_e
equilxnent fa_ure rzte, performed no less fxlquently
Uutn daJJy have been defined for the test, urue ?
Tam willbe performed per acreed scbeduJe, wue ?
P_'ocur_ng AC_tv_ty ',_I_ Oe rto'r.lfied of ¢11e exacl:
_esC dace _' least 30 days prior _0 :he _eS'.o true?
All interfaces are sunulaced or sclznu/&ced ?
AJ[ mcer_aces are real ?
If interlaces are real, ks GF_ required?
If GFZ ts required, has a re_uem bee_ miM:ite
to o_ca_n GFE ?
I_ _ DD 1423 documentztton o_ scheciule ?
w
m
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1. Is design simDle? Minimum number of garts?
2. Is it designed into a unified overall =,/stem rather than as an accumulation of parts, etc.?
3. Is the item compatible with system in which it is used?
4. Is the item properly integrated and installed in the system?
5. Are there adequate indicators to verify critical functions?
6. Has reliability for spares and repair parts been cons;tiered?
7. Are reliability requirements established foe critical items? For each part?
8. Is there specific reliability design criteria for each item?
g. Have tel;ability tests been established?
10. Are standard high-reliabillty parts being used?
11. Are unreliable part= identified?
12. Has the failure rate for each part or part class been established?
13. Have parts been selected to meet reliability requirement=?
14. Have below-state-of-the-art parts or problems been identified?
15. Has shelf life of parts been determined?
16. Have limlted-life parts been identified, and inspection, and replacement requirements specified?
17. Have critical parts which required special procurement, testing, and handling been identified?
18. Have stress analyse= been accomplished?
19. Have deratlng factors been used in the application of parts?
20° Have _fety factors and safety margin been used in the application of part=?
21. Are circuit safety margins ample?
22. Have standard end proven circuits been utilized?
23. Has the need for the selection of parts (matching} been eliminated?
24. Have circuit studies been made considering variabilit_ and degradation of electrical parameters
of parts >
25. Have soJ;d.s:ate devices been used where practicable?
) FIGURE 7._t.4-2: TYPICAL OUESTIONS CHECKLIST FOR THE DESIGN REVIEW (SHEET I of
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26. Is the reliability or MTBF of the item based on actual application of the parts7
a. Comparison made with reliability goal?
b. Provision for necessary design adjustments?
27. Are the best available methods for reducing the adverse effects of operational environments on
critical parts being utilized?
28. Has provision been made for the use of electronic failure prediction techniques . including marginal
testing?
29. Is there provision for improvements to eliminate design inedquacJes observed in tests?
30. Have normal modes of failure and the magnitude of each mode for each item or critical part been
identified?
31. In the application of failure rates of items to reliability equatiotlSo have the following effects been
considered?
a. External effects on the next higher level which the item is located.
b. Internal effects on the item.
c. Common effects, or direct effect of one item on another item, because of mechanical
, or electro-mechanical linkage.
32. Has redundancy been provided where needed to meet specified reliability?
33. Has failure mode and effects analyses been adequately covered by design?
34. Have the risks associated with critical item failures been identified? Accepted? Has design action
been taken?
35. Does the design account for early failure, useful life and wear-out?
C
_E 7.11.4-2: TYPICAL QUESTIONS CHECKLIST FOR THE DESIGN REVIEW (SHEET 2 of 2i
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